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CLOUDY weather toSaturday
night and
with probable showers
and cooler temperature.
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REPORTS have it mat
the Germans are getting mighty tired or
the Belgians.
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CITY EDITION

OF SONORA ATTACKS

GOVERNOR
CARRANZA

FORCES UNDER

DESPITE ARMISTICE

AT NACO

Decisive Battle is Begun by Rivals In Poland

HILL

Defending Forces Prepare for Either a Bat
tie or a Long Siege

IT
E

POLITICAL CONFERENCE OPENS IN THE CAPITAL

JAPAN PROMISES

LONDON BELIEVES TEUTONS ARE

CHINA

ABOUT TO AB ANDON CAMPAIGN IN

A GOOD

NG LAND PLACES

MINES IN THE
SEA

WHIPPING

FRANCE TO DEFEND EAST PRUSSIA

WlTH SAYS SHE IS OBLIGED TO

SAYS

HER DEMANDS WILL CAUSE
TROUBLE

tured by General von Kluck's men on
Wednesday, tout on Friday, according
TAKEN AWAY
to the French report, the allies re- WANTS TROOPS
TO
gained control of the position.
Antwerp, temporarily the Belgian DECLARES HER SOLDIERS MUST
BE ALLOWED TO USE THE
capital, ought to be capable of mainRAILWAY
taining a long defense. King Albert
U a romantic fighter of the war In
this quarter. He constantly goes Into
the dangerous zone, and his determi- NEEDS IT IV HER BUSINESS
nation, fearlessness and activity recall those of St Adtholder, William
OTHERWISE THE ATTACK UPON
In the historic battle of Leiden.
GERMAN LEASED TERRIBattle of Cracow Begins
TORY WILL FAIL
ReThat the battle of Cracow, which
- will
be a long and
opened yesterday,
Peking, China,' Oct. 3. The Japane
aiuuoua struggle,
questions. ese government has requested China
General von Hindenburg, the German to remove the Chinese soldiers from
commander, who scored notable suc the railroad line that connects Tsing
cess in eastern Prussia agalns the Tau with Tsi'Nan.. The
request is
Russians, has taken supreme made, Jepan
Invading
HEAVY LOSSES HAVE WEAKENED WAR MACHINE
because ij; Is her
command of the combined Gorman
oecupV-purpose-trailway up to
and Austrian forces. These undoubt- Tsi Nan, the western terminus. It
edly are a formidable army, though
opposition is encountered, the Jap- Kaiser's Army is but a Wreck of its Former Efficiency and Dash the alleged total of two and a half any
ariese government states that It will
millions of men Is discounted.
be considered an unfriendly act.
Allies, However, are in no Better Condition, and Only ReinReports of the German headquarters
forcements at Opportune Times Saved Them from Destaff dismiss the situation, both In
feat Berlin Still Claims Successes at Aisne
this and the Belgian theaters, with
TRYINGTO DROPBOMBS
the curt "no change."
From Petrograd, however. It Is offi
asserted that the "Russian
ON GERMAN EMPEROR
The turning movement of the allied armies In northern France has cially
to
continue
drive
the
troops
enemy
Belerf
30
the
miles
brought the extreme end of their wing within about
from the borders of the Suwalkl and
after-noo- n
gian frontier. An official statement by the French war office this
Lonza governments,' and there has FRENCH AVIATORS ENGAGE
IN
says' tha)t part of the battleline, stretching
generally north and.
been continual determined fighting
on
to
a
This
of
DARING FLIGHTS OVER THE
south
been
line,
extended
Arras,
has
north
point
south,
west of Simno. The German troops
FATHERLAND
which the allies, ,a.re attempting to envelop the German right wing under
which attacked Ossowitz are retreat
borthe
toward
von
Belgian
General
Kluck, has been, pushed gradually
der as the Germans widened their front In defense, until It extended some ing precipitately tb the north."
Rome, Oct 1 (via Paris, Oct. 2).
Petrograd also announces that con Emperor William, says a telegram
t.
55 miles from the angle that rests on
Terrific fighting continues on the allies' left wing, according to the siderable troops' of the enemy are from Berlin, is going from one front
Paris statement, the most severe struggle being in the region of Roye, held In the western district In the to another. He travels in a special
provinces of .Peokodd and Klelce In train of ten Pullman cars, which for
a town 26 miles east of Amiens aritl about midway on this battleline.
Here the Germans have concentrated strong forces, probably with the Russian Poland.
were painted white and blue
The Montenegrin army according to merly
but which now have been repainted
purpose of breaking through the front of the allies and Isolating' their
an official commonicatlcm;' "stands
like the ordinary cars in order jto prtv
strength to the north. The Paris statement adds that the Germans atacross the road approaching Sarajevo,
detect the train from bombs of French
tempted to bridge the Meuse near St. Mihiel, but their pontoons were
whose supplies thuB have been cut off.
stroyed. French claims of slight progress In the Woevre district are reaviators. When the emperor goes to
The Montenegrins have commenced
corded, as are minor engagements at various points on the front extendat short distances he travels by
places
their attack on Sarajevo, the fall of
ing east and west
automobile.
which, it is claimed in the report,
In a statement received by wireless from Berlin the German headin
France
announce
remains undecided. "seems imminent."
that the great battle
quarters
A NEW CUT-OFThe same announcement says that
The allies were repulsed in their attempts to break the German lines, the
Oct. 2. State Engineer
Santa
Fe,
the
of
Vlasenitza
Serthe
In
capture
the Argonne by
German statement says.. The heaviest losses have been
A.
James
French
telephoned from
vians have cut off the retreat of the
region.
Carrizozo
where
he is looking
today
Austrian
A Petrograd correspondent says that the Germans, from four points,
army.
after the work on the Alamogordo-Carrizoz- o
are attempting to concentrate on southern Russian Poland, where a deciscutoff which eliminate the
Battle Still Undecided
ive battle Is expected.
round
about trip through the
long
2
to
Oct.
wireless
Berlin,
In
of
(by
Interest
the attitude
Bulgaria is revived by a dispatch from
highlands between
L. 'I.). According to announce- Lincoln county
Rome saying that all Bulgarian army officers In Italy and Switzerland
two
The road parallels
those
points.
ment
made
Berlin
in
once.
have been ordered home at
today the great
battle in France is still undecided. the EJ Paso & Southwestern and Is
The French minister of finance declares that the financial situation
United
The Germans are described as ham- already completed beyond
of France on October 1 was entirely satisfactory.
Senator Fall's ranch at Three
States
numerat
French
the
A dispatch from Venice says that a Franco-Britisbemering
position
squadron has
ous points with their heavy artillery. Rivers an.d Oscuro. Superintendent of
gun operations against Pola, the chief naval station of Austria-HungarPublic Instruction Alvan N. White reDispatches from London Indicate that the expected battle between the The attempts1 of the allies to break
turned
today from an official inspecthrough the German lines have been
Russians and Germans and Austrians at Cracow has begun. tion
schools in San Miguel, Colof
the
The
heaviest
losses have
The Idea Nazionale of Rome, the nationalist party organ, declare the repulsed.
Mora counties.
and
Union
fax,
minister of foreign affairs. Marquis dl San Giuliano, who is reputed to be been in the Argonne region.
The
continue
to make
Germans
opposed to Italy entering the conflict, has resigned from the cabinet.
WANT SPEEDY ACTION
The most recent advices from Belgium report that the German attacks steady progress. Ia the fighting be
fore Antwerp the German army has
Washington; Oct. 2. Several southon Antwerp continue against a stubborn resistance.
silenced two of the Belgian forts. The ern congressmen appealed to. PresiA Montenegrin official report says that the attack on Sarajevo, capital of the Austrian province of Bosnia, has begun. Earlier advices from German troops captured 30 aeroplanes dent Wilson today not to consent to
an adjournment of congress until the
sent from France to Belgium.
Nieh, Servia, said that the .Servian war office thought an attempt to take
In the eastern arena the Russian cotton situation in the south was rethe city would be unadvisable.
offensive movement from, the NIemen lieved. They asked that $450,000,000
liondon, Oct. 2. Unless all signs the progress of the allies In their left river against the Germans In the be loaned to cotton growers by the
are wrong, the German armies In Is considerable, while the hole through province of Suwalkl is. declared to government
France, or at any rate, most of them, which the Germans might have pierc- have failed. It is stated officially that
are nearing the completion of their ed the line of French fortresses on the Russian fortress at Ossowetz in
RIVERS BILL SIGNED
round trip. This, It la held here, Is tho Meuse river side has been stop Russian Poland was bombarded
Oct. 2 President WilWashington,
by
the only conclusion hinted at even ped.
son today signed the rivers and har
the Germans until September 25
The fierce battling around the
by the Berlin newspapers to be
The fighting in France, the siege bors bill appropriating $20,000,000 to
drawn from the reports, both official heights of Roye, to the northwest of of Antwerp and the offensive opera- - be expended under the direction of the
or unofficial, or those on or near the
,
seems to have ended In favor
war department on projects already
fene of action. It is evident that of the French. The heights were cap
(Continued from Page Five)
be?un.
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DAMPENED THE ARDOR OF THE

GERMAN OFFICERS AND SOLDIERS

Preparations Are Made for an Orderly
treat Through Belgian Territory
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DO SO

BECAUSE OF GERMANY'S
ACTION

WARNS

SKIPPING

WORLD'S

TELLS VESSELS TO AVOID CER-ITAIN LOCALITY
THE
.

NORTH SEA

CANADIAN TROOP
THIRTY-ON-

MOVEMENT

THOUSAND

E

MEN

SAIUTO AID THE ALLIES
IN FRANCE

official news
Ixmdon, Oct.
bureau announced today that the government had decided to lay mines in
certain areas as a counter stroke to
'
...
the German procedure.
The official information. biHVaJklia,
iseued the following on" belief of the?
i ...'V4;:,
admiralty:
"The German policy of pilne laying
combined with their submarine activity, makes it necessary on military
grounds for the admiralty to adopt
counter measures.,
'His majesty's government has
therefore authorized a mine laying
poilcy in certain areas, and a system
of mine fields has been established
and is being duplicated on a general
scale.
'In order to reduce the risks to non- combatants, the admiralty announces
it is henceforth unsafe for ships to
cioss the area between latitude 51.15
ntrth and 51,40 north and longtltude
1.G5 east and. 3 east.
In this connection, it must be remembered that the
southern limits of the German mine
field is latitude 52 north. Although
these limits are assigned to the. danger areas,,it must not be supposed that
navigation is safe in any part of the
southern waters of the North Sea.
"Instructions have been issued to
his majesty's ships to' warn eastgoing
vessels of the presence of this new
'
mine field."
he

Doubtless Its Deliberations will not be Availing Until the Council
of Military Chiefs Representing all Factions in Mexico Begins
on October 10 Washington Government Looks for
Peace Vera Cruz Still Occupied
Naco, Sonora, Mexico, Oct. 2. Governor Maytorena moved his main
forces to a point within three miles
of Naco shortly before noon today and
halted, apparently to prepare for an
attack on General Benjamin Hill's
Carranza army of 1,800 men, entrenched within the town. Maytorena deployed skirmishers and cavalry la advance, while Hill stood ready for an
assault or to stand a siege.
All the civilians of Naco had removed across the American line several days ago, and Hill had everything cleared for action. On the American side long lines of coal cars afforded shelter for crowds of spectators assembled to see the third battle
staged at Naco since Madero started
warfare in, Mexico.
In his preparations for battle or
siege Hill imported from the American side a quarter million cartridgee,
a car load of flour and a car load of
clothing, including 4,000 pairs of shoes
for hia men.

first time a full representation of General Villa's adherents with those of
Carranza and Zapata.
State department officials were unable to estimate the effect on the political conference in Mexico City of
the approaching meeting of military
chiefs. It was assumed that nothing;
will be done of
consequences before the Aguas Calientea
conference has assembled and indi
cated what degree of support can be
expected for the policies adopted by
the Mexico City convention.
Official reports told of the opening of the convention In Mexico City,
but gave no indication of the outcome.
Opportunity to Leave
2. American
Oct
Washington,
forces at Vera Cruz will not be withdrawn before October 11, it was announced today at the war departmeir.
Brigadier General Funston was given
Instructions to allay the fears of Me
lean civilians employed by the AineH
fctfj administration
ceslra 1
their 'own protection to leave ! f..i.
--

'

:., Council Begins October 10 ....
council
Washington; Oct.
of generals representing all elements
In Mexico will convene at Aguas Cal- ientes October 10, according to official advices, reclved here today,
with a purpose of settling all differ
ence., It will bring together for the

Officials said today that" no exact
set for withdrawal of
the troops, but that ample notice
would be given, so that Mexicans and
refugees may have an opportunity to
leave.
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tim6 had been

IN AN IMMENSE SUM
COMMISSIONER

ERVIEN

STATE TREASURER
SMILE

WHEN

TO

WEAR COTTON GOWNS

MAKES
MAR-RO-

'

evacuation.-

WILL ENDEAVOR TO HELP THE
80UTHERN PLANTERS SELL
THEIR CROPS

N

Santa Fe, Oct 2. County Treasurer New YorC Oct 2. A movement to
Eugenio Romero of San Miguel coun- aid planters of the south by popularty is "Johnny on the; spot" this month izing cotton evening gowns was startfor he is the first to turn over to ed here
today when Miss Florence
State Treasurer O." N. Marron the
Guernsey, president of the New York:
state's share, $1,148.58, of the Septem- City Federation of Women's
Clubs, is- ber tax collections. Receipts are ex issued anto
members
100,000
appeal
pected to be low this month from of the federation to
such
purchase
taxes, but from other sources the! ccvtns and wear tlipm at fho nostra
-

I

demonstration to be held during the
loaay. J. B. McManus turned over week of October 5.
Canadian Troops Move
The
$465.55 of convict earnings.
Montreal, Quebec, Oct. 2 A corres
in
state
commission
corporation
paid
pondent of the Daily Mail has sent
from Rlmoiiiskl the following declara $320.50 of corporation fees and $484
feee. Game Warden T. SELLS ARRESTED ON
tion of the departure of the Canadian of insurance
C. de Baca turned over $4.75 to the
troops from Quebec:
game protection fund.
'Thirty-onA FORGERY CHARGE
ships were required to
But the biggest wad of all came
carry the men, the guns, the horses from Land Commissiner R Pi
Ervein,
and the supplies of the overseas exwho forked over $84,585.62, of
peditionary force. To convey that $36,000
goes Into the common 6ChooI GEORGE BRYAN- THE COMPLAIN
number of ships a fleet of 11 warships
Income fund and the balance into the
ANT AGAINST SANTA FE
was required, the whole movement befunds of state institutions. It is the
ing the largest and most important
ENGINEER
amount ever paid over for any
ever effected on the Atlantic. It was largest
are
notes
as
leases
for
month, but
carried out In a splendid manner. The not due until
today tie amount turned
movement from Valcartier waa effect- over thla
George Sells, a Santa Fe engineer
morning merely represents
between Las Vegas and Albu
ed in fine style and the embarkation
running
the advance payments and the next
was arrested this afternooa
ai ,1 sailing followed as a part of a 31
querque,
days will see a veritable flood of
well ordered plan. The movement of cash Into the state land office. The by Chief of Police Coles, on the com
31,300 troops and 8,000 horses was the office carries over $500,000 in bank plaint of G. A. Bryan, who says that
biggest war action that Canada has deposits and an aggregate of almost Sells forged his name and that of
ever undertaken and It was perform- $1,500,000 in notes and contracts1 to Hugh Quigley to a note for $330.
ed almost faultlessly.
eeus appeared Derore Judge D. R.
purchase.
"The movement from Valcartier
Murray, who fixed the amount of his
started with the mustering of the left
bond at $700, which was arranged by
FOR CHURCH HARMONY
half of the Twelfth battalion, which
attorney. The note was dated
2.
Consolidation
Ottawa, Ont, Oct
was sent to Quebec to perform guard of the Methodist Presbyterian and j'8
on August 7, and; was for one year.
duty, and ended with the departure Congregational
churches in Canada has been paid, It is understood, ami
from camp eight days later of the was proposed In an official report an- what Influence this fact will have
right half of the same battalion. The nounced today, of the special com- on the case when it comes up f
trcops that moved ia took possession mittee of- the Methodist general con- hearing on Monday morning at
of the wharfs and the breakwater and ference.
Indications were that the o clock is difficult to foresee, but v
conference would endorse the report probably reu!t in lis dismissal, i
said.
(Continued on Tags Five)
unanimously.
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South 5vloPI

WEEK

hattnteatts crocs as this vear, We feel that Harvesters
people vising the fair to make this store their head,
tor this sale, and extend a special ZQlntoaUout of town
a
an unrestricted guarantee, SATISFACTION OR YOUR
partes wZll only merchand.e of UaoWn ment, andback every sale withmore
than satisfied.
will be
to
MONEY BACK. So attend this Bargain festival, October 3 10th, you
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Specials
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Listed here are a few of the many Items that prove that you can
In our grocery
niiv vnnr trrnoerles r.heaDer here than elsewhere.
we
sell
goods of.
our
only
In
store,
as
rest
of
the
department,
known quality. It will pay you to investigate

ex- -

Hues are represented several large
AT OUR
RIGID INSPECTION:
A
PASS
MUST
GARMENT
New York maker BUT IN ALL CASES, EACH
Interests are doubly safeguarded.
STORE, BEFORE IT IS ACCEPTED. Thus your

Tela

themselves. In our lower priced

Doz. Cans of Tomatoes
.
1 Doz. Cans Corn

1

.
.
20 lbs. Compound Lard
10 lbs. Pare Lard
7 lbs. Arbuckles Roasted Coffee, XX special
.
.
26 Bars White Laundry Soap

$15.00 to 17.50 Suits
$12,98sell all

$13 and $17.50
week, we will
During 1
suits, at this reduced price. Redingote and Cossack
Btyles, some with long tunic skirts, serges and poplins
are the materials 'colors blue, black, brown and Russian
green
Ian-ester'- s

Although the prices on kid gloves are considerably higher than
war was
they were, these gloves were purchased before the'
thought of
kid gloves. In whltetan or black, regular $1.50 value for
'

$13.50 to 15.00 Coats
$10.98
to
Coats. Handsome
This lot consists oi

98c
Bedding Specials

$15

collars
plaids and plain bbek, trimmed with fur cloth
one,
,
and cuffs. Stylish, fetching coats, every

This warm weather now promises cold weather later on, "it's the
So you had better take stock of your bedlaw of averages."
what
you reed HERE NOW.
and
ding,
purchase

Special $10.98
$7.50 to 9.50 Coats $5.98

Cotton Blankets
1

regreat amount of style is pictured In these Coats,
In
heavy
gardless of the extreme price. All good colors,
v
50 Coats.
,
routing materials. All regular $7.50 to $9

A

$3.00 and $3.50 Wool nap Blankets $2.38

These are large, full size blankets, wool finished, In grey, with
An expink or blue border, light colored plaids, and plain white.
ceptional good value at

(

Special $5.98
grouping of silk and silk poplin
brown
dresses, colors blue, black, and
new
and
all
pleasing.
are
The styles
r,0 silk dresses.
Regular $0X,0 and $7
A

Other Cotton Blankets 85c to $5.00

lieautlful dresses for evening wear,
mnde of chiffon in all the eevning
made of chiffon In all the evening
Dresses

Wool Blankets
We sell the Oregon City Wool lilankets, a blanket that has set the
standard in the blanket world the last 50 years. We have them In
all colors and sizes

Special $9,98

Special
i

$2.38

$13.50 to $15.00 Chiffon
Dresses $9.98

$750 Poplin Dresses $4.98

$5.09 to $11.00

8 Dozen Mercerized Petticoats. 75c each

These petticoats are made of silk and cotton union cloth, Jacquard
weave, in all wanted colors.

Harvesters Week 75c

f-

S6.50 to $7.50 Wool Blankets $5.38

-

11-size. In rich, brown, grey, tan
Oregon City all wool blankets,
and white colors. This Is a blanket that will wear for years.
Regular $6.50 and $7.50. Special
4

All Trunks, Suit Cases, and Bags at 33i Discount
Our line of luggage is probably the largest In this part
of the state. We show trunks of all classes ($3.50 to
$22.50) all kinds of suit cases and bags matting, kara-to- l
and solid leather. Pick out the one that you want,
d
deduct
from the regular price, and you have the
sale price. Everything included at
one-thir-

33 i

$5.00 Wool Blankets $3.98

Special 40c

03.98

This is easily worth twice the price

9c

$1.38

Broken lines of Mallory

f.'.S.O

to

$4.00

Btyles.

hats.

Good1

wool

Regular 25c to 45c
Regular 60c to 70c.

Special 22c

Sizes 30 to

Regular 75c to 90c.

Special 55c

34

Odd lots of men's boys' and children's
.,
ular price 63c to $1.00.

men's linen Initial kerchiefs
All
letters.
ity.
75 dozen

caps,

reg--

1

Special. 45c

nice

Outing Flannel 9c

c

Good quality outing f'annel, in checks and stripes, light
9c
and dark colors, Special Harvesters' Week

We Are

Distributors in this District of
Sterling MeLzda Lfsmps
Laa Vow'Load.in

the corner," where such things were
"LITTLE CHURCH" CELEBRATES or, died many of his friends and
done. "All honor to the little church
New York, Oct. 2. Phe parish of quaintances desired a public funeral.
around the corner," exclaimed the
the Church of the Transfiguration will The veteran actor had been a good player as he left the clergyman, and,
rebe 66 yeara old next weok and ar man, faithful, laborious, honest,
seeking the rector of the little church
him.
who
all
knew
Joseph
spected
he found in the Rev. George K.
by
for
made
are
spec
being
rangements
ial morniae and afternoon services Jefferson, on behalf of the family of Houghton, a man who was not ashamSunday to celebrate the anniversary Mr. Holland, made application to the ed to read the burial service over a
In all America no church is better Rev. Mr. Sabine, then presiding over dead actor. The press took up the
known to the general public than the a church at the corner of Twenty-eight-h story, and the Church of the Trans
street and Madison avenue, to figuration, rechriatened "The Little
"rhnrrh of h Transfiguration. But
at the funeral. Learning Church Around the Corner," was lift
officiate
e
by which It is commonly
had been an actor, ed out of obscurity of an ordinary
deceased
the
that
around
church
"Little
is
the
known
Mr. Jef place of wroshlp and became for all
recommended
the corner." A number of years ago, the clergyman
church
around time the church of the players.
' n
to
little
"a
to
ferson
go
ac
Ocoree Holland, the popular

Store

.&os&rwa&t6 Son

qua!- -

Special 75c Doz.
ac--

-

l-2-

Men's initial Kerchiefs 75c Doz

65c to $1.00 Caps 15c

Hie-nam-

12

re-

Sizes 24 to 28

to 20

pepperell sheet, seamless, size 72x90. Special 59c

Bleached

.

Special $2.00
Special 15c

Children's "underwear of pure Australian
duced to close out.
16

NEURALGIA

Established

6t

POST
connection
Oct.
Washington,
with the convention of the National
Association of Postmasters of the
second third classes, which is to as
semble in this city next week, a proposition; is on foot which may materially further the project of marketing
by parcel post for the mutual benefits of housekeepe? end, producers in
this and many other parts of the country as well. At the suggestion of
Postmaster Praeger of this city it is
expected the convention will set aside
MARKETING

BY PARCEL

t

South SidoPlaja,

AT ONCE

Package
There is an excellent proverb, which Don't Suffer! Get a
of Dr. James Headache
has been handed down to one genera
Powders
tion after another of Japanese. It
It
ought to he In every language.
runs thus. "To do nothing is to ao
You can clear your head and relievo
evil." Perhaps it is this which makes a dull, splitting or violent" throbbing
the JaD so busy, remarks the Boston
in a moment with a Dr.
Advertiser. It is very hard to catch headache
Powder. This old- Headache
social
James'
his
Even
him doing nothing.
acta almost mag
relief
ao,
headache
to
time
Intercourse is filled with things
There Is infinite bowing and scraping ically. Send some one to drug store
and bending double, before a friend Is now for a dime package and a few
prpperly greeted or tea is properly moments after you take a powder you
served. But the proverb may not be will wonder what became of the headcompelled to work so far as the Japa ache, neuralgia and ipalnv Stop suf
nese make It work. In order to ao
needless. Be 3ure you get
good. It is a question whether the feringit's
for. Adv.
ask
wise of this country realize as they what you
how
wise
should,
as
the
and
might,
evil it is to be idle. It is this which
leads the children of the city into mis CROPS ARE GOOD ON
The houses are so close to
chief.
gether that they have lost the chores
which were once theirs. The chores
MOUNTAIN RANCHES
are done out on the farms or by the
city. It is idleness which is the curse
of the rich and of the poor. Yet it is
idleness which seems to be the great WEATHER OBSERVER
REPUK1S
desire of the Individuals of our na
AFTER VISITING HIGHER
tion. In desiring it they desire evil
ALTITUDES
and thev do not realize what it is
they wish.
over
Santa Fe, Oct. 2. A
land trip that took him to altituaes
feet and that extended
Nickel, Now So Extensively Used, Wat of above 10,000
was
21
completed last night
of
Bane
over
the
Considered
days
Once
the Miner.
by Weather Bureau Director C.
Linney and George F. Meek through
Nickel was first discovered by northern New Mexico.
Kroustadt in 1751. No use was made " The
trip was for the purpose of
of It, as it was found only In small
snow measurement gaugss of
amounts. For a great many years the
and whicn can
German miners called it kupfernickel, ar entire! new type
with the
distance
a
at
read
long
believed
was
be
by
It
or devil's copper.
those simple folk that Old Nick, or the telescope. The gauges are for the
devil, made this ore purposely
high sierras, which are inaccessible
bother the miners, as it looked exactly in winter, and are automatic or
like copper ore and yet no coppei
The trip was to Espan-olcould be extracted from it. .
El Rno and over the
to
thence
Nickel was scarce until a New York
a divide at 10,000 feet Into the Canjilon
assayer found a quantity of it in
He
headwaters where sleet, was encoun
Canada.
shipment of ore from
stated its value in his report and th tered and where the only frost thua
owner of the mine prospected for more far was recorded. Thence the trip
and found large quantities of it.
was to Tres Piedras, Taos, Taos, canNickel Is hard, ductile and malleable yon, Questa, Red River and Anchor, .
It Is white in color, with a yellowish a mining camp north of Red River in,
cast. It ranks next to iron ana coDan
almost 11,000 feet high.
in magnetic properties and is exten Taos county,
headwaters of Costillaj
to
the
Thence
be
sive! v used for plating purposes,
cause it will take a high polish and creek, across the divide Into Ellzawill not rust. Nickel added to steel bethtown, down the Moreno valley to
mskes It harder and Btronger.
Black Lake, across the Umarroa
range to Chacon, Rociada, Harvey's
Eye to Business.
upper ranch, the Gallinaa planting.
"Old customs die hard in Africa,
station, Mineral Hill and home over
a missionary teacher in the
the Santa Fe trail.
Methodist school at Quessua, Angola.
That crop conditions even in the
and
"A man came to us last year
fastnesses were unexcelled
mountain
brought two of his daughters. This
He
more.
is
the
brought back. Oats,
two
report
he
brought
spring
seemed very happy to place them in wheat, garden truck and especially
our care, and I was touched by his hay. are being harvested in unprece
fatherly interest in Just girls. So I dented quantities.
asked him his motive in bringing them
to us. He told me quite frankly that
THEATER PRICES FALL
his brother's daughter had been a stuLondont Oct 2, TIhe war has
dent in our school and that when she
went home she could read books, write brought about two innovations in the
letters and sew, and that the man leading London theaters, a reduction
who married her gave her father $24 of prices and the privilege of sitting
more than the usual gift for a wife, In the best seats without wearing
Now,' he concluded, 'if you will whip
evening dress. The gitalls of London
ray daughters and teach them every
which correspond to orches- thing until they grow up I will be houses,
ln America, are ordinarily
worth more than my brother.' So. as tra
at
sold
but several of the prin-$a,50,
busla
at
least
he
had
it appeared,
nesa Interest in our school.'
cipal theaters have reduced the prices
to $2. Although there was no hard
Do as the Romans Do.
and ' fast rule there was a custom
When you go abroad don't expect tc which only a few independent people
find everything as you have it at home had the temerity to violate that every
The cooking, for Instance, is different occupant of the stalls should wear
Many foreign ways and costumes also
fash- T? r
a ma nil If ,r r i ffaVAn
a m evening dress. The exceedingly
ll a
u,
ber that it is the Btranger who should
confirm with the customs of the coun bert Beerbohm Tree and Sir George
try which she visits and adapt your Alexander were among the first to
self to your surroundings as far at recognize that war Is & time when
you can.
formalities are at a discount. When,
Always take care to look tidy and people are cutting off their luxuries,
neat, and if you have a lot of walking and many ,n mournlng or oppressed
to do wear boots with good thick soles,
for relatives at the front.
for there is nothing more tiring to the with anxiety
theater going suffers a Bharp decline.
feet than walking in thin soles.
Men of genius are often dull and in In the interests of the many people
ert in society; as the blazing meteor who depend upon them for a living
when it descends on earth, is only 8 the managers are doing their best to
stone. Longfellow.
keep their houses open. Profit shar
ing has been adopted by many LonThe Manufacture of Rosaries.
don and provincial establishments.
At Kandahar rosaries are extensive
ly manufactured from soft crystallized
silicate of magnesia. This is quarried
from a hill about 30 miles northwest Dad Serious Lung
of the city, where soapstone and anTrouble-N- ow
Well
timony are also obtained ln consider
Sufferers from Lung Trouble are often
able abundance. The stone varies in misled
in the beliet that nothing will
color from a light yellow to a bluish save thorn. Rest, fresh air, wholesome
In hnbits do much
food
and
white, and is generally opaque. The In aiding regularity
to restore health, but somemost popular kind is straw colored thing else Is needed. Many people who
have taken Eekman's Alterative have tesA few speci
and
tified that it was this medicine which remens are of mottled greenish color, stored tbein to health. Read this: 111.
Weldon.
brown, or nearly black. Rosaries and
"Gentlemen: Through your instrumen1 charms of various sorts are made foi mature
tality I have been suved from a pregrave. On December 14, 1904, I
exportation to Mecca. The waste pow was taken with. Typhoid Pneumonia,
into Lung Trouble.
In
der from the rosary industry is used which developed
February. li!0.". I went to Fort Worth,
as a remedy for heartburn.
Texas, and later to Canon City, Colorado.
500-mil- e

WHY CALLED "DEVIL'S METAL"
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These are covered with silkoline and challies in assort colors,
filled with white cotton, size 72x80 in. Regular $1.75 and $2.00
grades, Special

Size.

$3.50 Mallory Hats 2.00

4

$2.00 Comforters $1.38

Children's Wool Underwear Reduced

Up to $1,75 Men's Shirts 40c

11--

with pink borders.

75c

grouping of broken lots and sizes in Men's,
Shirts, negligee, laundered, etc., some have collars
attached. Regular 60c to $1.75.

size, colons' light and dark grey and white
Regular price $5.00 pair.

Good wool blankets,

Comforters

A very fortunate purchase by us makes this possible.

$5.38

Discount

Round Can Talcum 9c

A

$1.00
1.00
1.85
1.45
1.00
, 1.00

$1.50 Kid Gloves 98c

Special $12.98
all $13.50

.

STOPS HEADACHE OR

IDLE

ALWAYS

Worth
Japane.e Proverb That Is Well
Taking to Heart by the reopio
of This Country.

&.&o$&nwa&l6 Son

HARV ES TER

''.,

1

L.I Ug4U4

READY-TO-WEA- R

r

r""

one session for the exchange of views
and information relative to the development of plans for the extensive use
of the parcel post In the larger cities
for the buying and selling of household supplies. The convention of the
national association was approved by
the postmaster general last March
but the idea of making a parcel poet
feature pf one of its sessions Is of
recent growth, and postmasters who
have been written to on the subject
are showing more than ordinary
terest in the project for a special
"parcel post day."

uuu

.

Strange but True.

"Isn't human nature a funny thing?'
"Take
said the philosopher-at-large.

After being there two weeks my physician Informed me that my case was hopeless. Three weeks later I returned home,
weighing 103 pounds, the doctor having
given me no assurance of reaching there
alive. On July 14, 1005. I began tnklng
Eekman's wonderful remedy for Lung
Trouble.
I
Today I weigh 158
am stout and well and can dopounds.
any kind
of work about my grain elevator.''
(Affidavit)
ARTHUR WEBB.
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,

the average man when he goes intc
the washroom of a big hotel or res
taurant; if the washroom boys insist
upon getting in his way by turning on
the water for him, putting a towel in
his hands, or whiskbrooming him, their Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Colds and in upbuilding
the svstein.
sole object of course, being to extort Contains
no narcotics, poisons or'hablt-formlnhimself:-'Whdc
at
Ask for booklet telling
a tip, he says to
drugs.
of recoveries,
and write
Eckman
they think I am, an easy mark!' Bui Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pato for eviif they pay no attention whatever tc dence. For sale by all leading druggists
him, he asks himself: 'What do theyjfnd B. G. Murphey and Red Cross
!
tnink i am, a cneap sKate:
yueer prug company.
fca't it?"
Price f 1 and $2 a lottle.
g
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YOU NEVER
TIRE OF

ONLY

SILVER

SOFT-NOS- E

BULLETS MAY

CITY

VEGAS DAII.Y OPTIC,

IS Severe

READY FOR

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Bleed

MEETING

REGULATIONS
COVERING
DEER
HUNTING ARE ANNOUNCED
BY GAME WARDEN

WILL PROVIDE GOOD ENTERTAIN
MENT FOR STATE FEDERATION OF CLUBS

THREI

HEN'S WORK ALL

Troubles Vanish

With Magic Effect, Great
Makes Disease
Disappear.' -

BE USED

2, 1914.

Rem-ed-

y

LAID

OUT

Average Biddy Should Lay Six Hun
dred Eggs Before She Retiree
Honorably or Otherwise.
"There Is water
in a fresh
laid egg, but no more air than there
Is in a hammer," said a dealer In
eggs. "So long as you can keep air
out of the egg it will remain sweet
and fresh, but no one has ever succeeded in keeping it out by fair means
more than six days. The oxreen Is
1
bound to find Its way through an eggshell's pores, and the only way to save
that egg then Is to eat it It sounds
funny, but the moment you give an
egg fresh air that moment you ruin
its health.
"A good, healthy hen not SDeakine
or any particular star breed, but Just
hen does not fulfil her destiny until
she has accomplished 600 eggs 50
dozen. That's what nature has fitted
up the hen to do in the way of Just
uncoached and unstimulated ecg production, and she gives the hen eight
years to do it in.
"The hen divides the 50 dozen stunt
up among those eight years. Some
years she may not turn out more than
a couple of dozen, but when the eight
years are up she will have managed
ner annual output so that the total
nas come out all right. Then the hen
has ended her career as an egg pro
ducer, and too often, if she is in the
hands of a thrifty owner, begins another career, short and delusive this
time as the summer boarder spring

W

WM

f
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Silver City, Oct 2. The program
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 2. The deer
for
the
fourth
annual meeting of the
seson has opened and the dove seaNew Mexico Federation of Woman's
son has closed.
lu discussing the deer season, Game Clubs, which meets in Silver City OcAt almost an rime
fnM
ai 0 Fish Warden T. C. de Baca today tober 13 to 16, has been announced.
2
i
tain 8. 8. 8.. h,T Zn.'
called attention to the law which for Great interest is being shown in the And
Vtltl
. 1
tllPfl hava tl.a
wizard
",c
bids the killing of more than one deer meeting and a large attendance is as that makes all blood troubles
vanish.
Your
I
Biomaon taxes Kimlly to 8. S. 8., It rushes
sured.
women
The
of
Silver
one
are
and
must
that deer
City
by 'any
person
.uio ,.uur uioou, is a purir.vluir nave, makes
... .m.
.
hove horns. This provision concern completing plans for the royal enter the liver, klilnevn hiiwi.i..r mm
Bam VUTK
id liarmonv: ki.h.h
....
i,.
ing the antlers Is said to be for the tainment of their guests from all over caused rheumatism, niiirniiiinii..,,.
catarrh, swollen glands,
ami sKin eruptions.
protection of the sportsmen as well as the state who will be here for the sesmrai
...... a a a
flR fnnri .tllnLoa hlru.il
JuSt
sions.
The
w .1uitb
o. B. o.
,
program, subject .to 101 OW the tiroeeR nf" ll.roDlAn
of Ihe young deer, as many persons
.1
I" BlIIUUu'b"oll
,r
will
be
aa
change,
follows:
late
natural
secretions
to
have been killed by careless hunters
protect us against
m
It
. T '--t
MM MM mVW
MTm,M Mm
.WW
fX J
oi
We
aiscase
are
raKt's
well
(terms.
Tuesday, October 13
r.
f II II I I I I I V
in the past few years. If a hunter will
t IX II L .1 EW I f VTJ.
aware of the fact that
M
these germs are
.TV jT'.
IV
J
Fl
I
I
I
I
f.l
II
II
2:30
m,
p.
of
executive"
to
be
Meeting
latent within us to break forth
apt
refrain from shooting until he sees
41
V.VA
in violent eruptions of the skin whenever
the horns of the animal, it Is board.
me
Is in a low state of resistance.
4:00 p. m. Meeting of council's AQd system
Because of its refreshing fra- clearly
It lS tO both nrOVont thnoa npit.,fln.
believed he will have a fairly good opor 10 get ria or tnem that Nature gave us
fire advisory board.
such an ally as 8. 8. 8.
grance, absolute purity and portunity to know just what he Is 8:30 p. m. President's
It Is purely
evening. Ad- . r uiuir, roniHins no mprmrp ......
nnd vat- Ifr
shooting at Hunters must also re- dresses
iv
delicate emollient skin-purifyiof welcome. Response. Presi uvvicuiues inose serious troubles for which
frain from using seee! bullets; only
uaa Deen employed for ages. In
mercury
dent's
followed
address,
i.H
by a reception every commiinitv nm iwxw.u
properties derived from soft nosed bullets, similar to the dum
tendered the delegates by the Silver to be true. They owe to 8. 8. 8. their
dum variety, are permitted. This rule
Cuticura Ointment.
a
uet
Dottle today.
Refuse all
Fresh from the World's Premier Tea Marts
woman a club.
substitutes. Iiead the folder around the cnicKen.
has been laid down because the steel city
bottle that tells of the wonderful work
The
14
October
Wednesday,
early picking of the young garden-grow- n
leavet go into Solitaire packbullets make clean wounds and the
Samples Free by Mail
nelt.g done by the medical department in
9:00 a. m. Business session.
ages. 1 hese first leaves are prime with the delicately flavored tea juicei
Cuticura Soap anil Ointment gold throughout th
VOYAGER
NATIVE
users
OF
of
CORSICA?
8.
ussmtlng
S.
8.
a special
For
animals might be wounded and allow
world. Liberal sample of each mailed free, with
which
excellent
from indifferent tea. Our native
distinguish
1:00 p. m. Luncheon served the book cd blood troubles address The Swift
insist
book. AUurtxn "CuUcuru," Ueou liii, Boston.
on that kind despite the cost. They get the same grade every buyersso that
ed to linger in agony for a long time.
year,
visitors by the Silver City Woman's Specific Co., M Swift BIdg., Atlanta, Ga. Parle Newspaper Claims to Have Proof
Solitaire
Tea
in
never
varies
flavor. Ask for the kind you like-Ja- pan,
The dum dum bullet Is more deadly,
club.
That Columbus Wat Born In
Ceylon and Indis, English Breakfast, Oolong, Gunpowder.
The game warden calls attention to
BETTER POSTAL - SERVICE
That Island.
2:00 p. m. General session, "Echoes
"The Best the Grocer Con Deliver"
Washington, Oct. 1. Seattle, Port- fie advisability of hunters wearing of the Biennial." Reports from the MUST HAVE BOOKS
The Eclair of Paris state that t
Fere area few membtnofthe Sotitafre family : Coffee. Spices.
'
land, Ore., Denver, Los Angeles and red sweaters as a protection while delegates to the twelfth biennial
Catsup.
Raisins. Peanut butter. Rice. Grape Juice. Olives. Olive
has received a number of documents
Oil,
Austin, Tex., today were added to the shooting so that they can be seen dls meeting of the General Federation of
Preserves, etc., and ail varieties of canned fruits und vegetable.
tending to prove the CorRlran nrioin
list of cities which will receive the f.nctly by other sportsmen.
Women's' Clubs.
THE MOREY MERCANTILE CO., Denver
IN
of Columbus.
PERFECT
SHAPE
Discussing the quest of deer, Page
"farm to the table" service of the par8:30 p. m. Entertainment.
In the first place. It was nntr In
B.
a
veteran
Otero,
hunter and former
1844 that the
cel post Other cities which will restatue of the
Thursday, October 15
ceive the new service as the result j game warden of New Mexico, declared
discoverer of America was erected fn
9:00 a. m. Business session.
COUNTY
CLERKS
TO
REQUIRED
Genoa, whereas since 1530 there has
11:00 a. m. Automobile trip ten
of today's order by Postmaster Gener- jt'Ms morning that moccasins are the
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
FURNISH A DAILY BALANCE,
Deen abundant evidence relating t
LOSES TO SHORT
al Burleson are Brooklyn. Philadel best of footgear for sneaking up on dered the visitors to Fort Bayard
local
by
the
Colombo
IF
applications, as they cannot
REQUESTED
family at Calvi. including
phia, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Chicago, tb? wily animals. He declared that Santa Rita and Hurley.
reach
the
diseased portion of the ear.
uumeiuus
acts
notarial
deeds.
and
deer
Ire
have such an acute sense of
1:00 p. m. Luncheon at Santa Rita.
Providence, Nashville, Hartford, Conn.,
A street there, called Colomhrv fnr.
BY
CLOSE DECISION There is only one way to cure deafSanta
Oct. 2. A verbal opinion.
Fe,
that
hearing
as
hunters
8:30
a
experienced
and Richmond, Va.
p. m. Model mass meetinsr. in
was named Del Fit
ness, and that is by constitutional
rendered today by Attorney General amerly
historical fact that Columbus' father
The service already applies to 1 rule do not even ride a horse, but go charge of the legislative department.
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
V. Clancy upon request of SecFrank
r.tfer
their
vras
a
weaver.
cities? Farmers and truck growers in
game
seeking In this
Friday, October 16
of the mucus lin-To explain his detestation nt iho LAS VEGAS BOY IS UKFOn r jN-- , i.lamed
t.o territory contiguous to the cities way. to surprise the animals. Only a 9:00 a. m. Business sessioa. Board retary George II. Van Stone of the
the
Uuslachian
Tuba "When
Chamber
come
of
as
of
Commerce,:
Calvi
ATE
IN
few
the
may
population
INJURING
weeks ago a party of Santa Feans meeting.HIS HAND
celebratprt rw
may furnish to the postmasters lists
this tube is inflamed you have a rum
a shock to the 2 county clerks of sican leader Paoll always used to say
IN
bound
FIFTH
for
ROUND
Mount
saw
several
Baldy
of the articles which they can send
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
tht state and their deputies. It Is aim-Ll- y that it was because he had abandoned
MANY DELEGATES EXPECTED
to customers by mail. The postma- deer but they refrained from shooting
his respect for Columhns on
when
hr.
it is entirely closed. Deafness is
this, that the statute demands Abbe Casanova
Calgary, Alberta, Oct. 2. Every-hin- g
ster, in turn, will have printed lists as the season had not yet opened. It
declares that he fears
the
and unless the inflamma
result,
must
Raton, N. M., Oct. 2 (Special e
keep a com no contradiction when he
is In readiness for the meetlne that county clerks
of farmers and of the article they can in believed that there are plenty of
says that
tion can be taken out and this tube
set
of
books
from
which,
at
plete
Optic.)
Duran
deer
any Napoleon, like Paoll, knew perfectly
of Las Vegas
Young
and mountain lion, as well as a of the International Irrigation consupply. The lists will be distributed
leet a ten round bout last night with. restored to its normal condition, hearthe origin of Columbus.
in the cities by the mail carriers. few bear, within 20 miles of Santa Fe. gress, which is to hold a five days' lime may be gathered at a glance the well
ing will be deetroyed forever; niae
The emperor, when talking to other Charles Short of
condition of the county, of
Pittsburgh, by the cases out of ten are caused
Prospective customers then may or- The mountain Hons are said to kill off session in this city next week. Those financial,
Corsicans,
by
habitually used the expres- decision route. Duran put up a game
each fund, how much the county owes.
more deer than the hunters who live in charge of the local
der by mail.
sion "the illustrious son of our iswhich Is nothing but an
arrangements on
It
how
taxes
what
with
in
in New Mexico or who visit this state. estimated that
his
owes,
fight
left
.much
after
his
injuring
land" when speaking, as he was fond
there will foe more
condition of the mucous surHe made
right hand.
a fine faces.
than 1,500 delegates and visitors pres the treasurer has taken in each day, oi aoing, or Uolunibus.
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
showing against the Pittsburgh boy.
ent when the gathering Is called to how much he till owes on the dupll
AVe will give One Hundred Dollars
There is such ready action In Foley
and many people at the ringside
W, T.
Nicholson. Ga.. had older. Among the states from which cate which must be charged up to him
Butter by the Yard;
for
any case of Deafness (caused by
as soon as the assessor turns over the
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing a severe attack of rheumatism. His large
In Cambridge, England, butter is thought he should have been given a
representation is promised are
that cannot be cured by
catarrh)
from the very first (Jose. Backache, feet ankles and joints were
sold
draw.
The managers of the two bovs Hall's
by the yard, not by the pound.
swollen. Oregon, Washington, Montana, Colo books to him; in fact, every detailed
Catarrh
Cure. Send for circuThe
of that town have for are endeavoring to match them for a
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder and moving about was very painful.
rado, Idaho, Arizona, New Mexico. item of expenditure and receipts each manydairymen
lar free.
roiled
years
their
and irregular action disappear with He was certainly in a bad
butter
into return bout in Las Vegas soon. Some
way when Utah, Nevada, Wyoming, Kansas and (lay.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
lengths, a length being a yard and time ago Short and
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay, he started to take Foley Kidney Pills. Nebraska.
There is Section 4069 of the Com
Duran fought ten
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
one
Representatives
of
the
weighing
pound.
Neatly
wrapped
Wis., says :"My wife is rapidly re- He says, "Just a few doses made me united
Take Hall's Family Piile for const
States department of agricul- piled Laws of 1897, for Instance, that in strips of clean white cloth, the rounds to a draw. They are about
covering her health and strength, due feel better, and now my pains and ture and the similar
pation.
bureaus of the demands this. There are other actions cylindrical rolls of butter are packed evenly matched.
in long, narrow baskets made for the
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. rheumatism are all gone and I sleep Dominion of
Canada
a number of Indirectly and directly requiring it,
and
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
so
taken to market The
the states and provinces will be among but there are few counties, it seems, purpose and
Adv.
Cambridge butter dealers have, thereRed Cross Drug Store. Adv.
the speakers. The congress has slat where the county clerk conforms with fore, no need of
weights or scales for
ed for discussion a wide variety of the law in this respect and fewer coun determining the
ties still, in which the county clerk wares.. Constant quantity of their
topics of general public Interest.
practice and an ex
ctn tell off hand whether the Bate-- jjniiuuueu eye ename them with a
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs man act is being compiled with and stroko of the knifo to divide the bub
ter into halves or quarters with almost
They hang on all winter if not what is owing each man, each firm matiieniatical
precision.
is
end
what
the
owing
county. The
checked, and pave the way for serious
MOST
This yard-lonbutter finds its chief
YOUR
throat and lung diseases. Get a bot- fact that the county treasurer must purchasers among the
of the
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com be charged up with the entire tax university. It appears people
that thin hut.
and
to
is
be
is
credited
ter
with
duplicate
pound, and take it freely. Stops
peculiarly adapted to the spe
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed me collections he makes daily or cial neeas oi tne students in the daily
throat, loosens the phlegm and is weekly or monthly, is also news to commons. Cut Into conveniently slzod
inecea ana accomnanlefl bv a loaf nf
mildly laxative. Best for children many taxpayers and tax collectors wheaten
bread, a stated portion Is sent
and grown persona. No opiates. O. G, However, the state authorities are de- every
morning to the rooms of ia nn.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. termined to enforce the law to the let dergraduates for use at breakfast
Aside from
comfort electricity
ter in the future, and county clerks ana tea.
Adv.
rr their deputies had better start to
charm
brings aside from
take a course in bookkeeping.
17
Slffing the Bathtub.
adds to
otherwise beautiful home
It comes as a shock to th in
ame nosts who believe that "cleanli
fe!
What Would You Do 7
is really
expensive
There are. many times when one ness Is akin to eodlineas" whan s.
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
man questions another's actions and now the case, a health reformer de
Even if your house is old
can be
100,OOO.M
motives. Men act differently under clares that the bathtub Is insanitary.
954.MS.M
It was bad enough when the public
wired for Electricity
different circumstances.
The Ques drinking cud. the Dublin tnwol InH
small cost
tion is, what would you do right now oiner
tninga of common usage were
no trouble.
if you had a severe cold? Could you put under a ban. but the
do better than to take Chamberlain's that sacred institution, thn hathtnh u
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recom the most outrageous of all the out
mended by people who have used it rages that have been nernetratnit
I. M. Cunningham, Preside it
D, T. Hosklna, Cashiar.
for
years and know its value. Mrs. the health faddists. If it had hon.
Frank Springer,
O. K. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham pened in England, where the lord and
master of the household woulrl nnnnor
berlain's Cough Remedy is worth its do without his breakfast
than hla
weight in gold and I take pleasure in every morning "tub," there would be
recommending It." For sale by all an outbreak as desperate as those in
which the militant suffragettes figure,
dealers. Adv
but aa it is an American who mnirca
the attack, his countrymen vent their
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
fury In hurling eoithets and Iapm f
Let us explain how your house may
Chick Hayes vs. Gilbert Yankee. 112 him.
rounds at Toledo, O.
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Cats.
Y.'ild cats, such as havo been .anrht
in Argyllshire, Scotland, are now rarities In Europe, though formerly
they
were comparatively common in most
of
the
parts
continent The few sur.
vivors occur mostly in Hune-nnoccasionally in Spain and Greece. In
fepam, by the way, the animals build
nests in trees or among tall bamboos
for the rearing of their young,
though
generally they prefer a crevice in
rocky country ia which to make a lair.
Our domesticated cat Is not derived
from the untamable European animal,
but was Introduced ready tamed from

Eavnt

3

LI

Tl

Investigate the Economy
of Electric Service.

I.

be wired without disturbance or
dirt and at small cost.

hi

iThe.Las Vegas Light and
Power Company
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PERSONALS

I

J. B. Frederick, a tuslnesem an of
Chicago, is here on business,
Mr. and Mrs. M. Greenberger, who
have been visiting in Denver for a
week, returned on train No. 1.

YOUR

A. W. Taylor of El Paso la In the
c!ty for a brief Btay.
William Mann, of Kansas City Is
among yesterday's arrivals.
H. Grigg, a business man of Denver,
is In the city for a brief stay.
F. W. Fisher of Albuquerque is
For Fall and Winter should be
among the recent arrivals.
J. E. Kraft of Albuquerque Is in the
ordered now. "
city for a few days.
Ben S. Ehrlleh of New York City
We have a complete line of forIs registered at one of the local hotels.
eign and domestic suitings, comS. J. Rinde of Denver Is in the city
visit.
business
a
short
for
prising all the latest weaves, and
J. W, Naylor, chief clerk of this dimall
service,
vision of the railway
at right prices.
came to Las Vegas yesterday from his
home In Kansas City, to hold a spePressing, cleaning apd repairing
cial examination.
receive special care.
S. E. Lombard of La Junta is among
the recent arrivals.
John McNlerney of Rociada is in
the city for a brief stay.
David Sani of Chicago stopped over
in Las Vegas yesterday to visit a few
business friends, en route to San
Francisco.
H. G. Miller of Denver is registered
at one of the city's hotels.
R. W. Rudulpb of Pecos will arrive
Marshall Provlne of Tucumcari has
in Las Vegas this evening. The wedmoved to Las Vegas and
Mr.
Miss
and
Mitchell
Nell
of
ding
here permanently. Mr. Provlne will
Rudulph is announced to take place
at-tY. M. C. A.
n Monday evening. Tomorrow Louis live
Rudulph of Cowles, a brother of the I Mrs. S. Williams of Wlnton, Calif.,
Is in the city visltrng her daughter,
groom-elect- ,
will arrive.
P. II. LeNoIr left on train No. 1 to- Mrs. Koebel. Mrs. Williams will
here for three weeks.
day for Albuquerque, where he will
address a mass meeting this evening
George Ward of Crescent, Okla.,
called in the interests of the Y. M. C. who has been Visiting, his son, O. M.
A. movement in that city. Mr. Le Ward, for a month, left Las Vegas
Nolr will tell of his experience in de- for his home" last night.
President Frank H. H. Roberts of
veloping and expanding the work of
the association during his connection the Normal University, who has been
with, it here.
away on a. lecture tour for about 19
H. C. Payton of Boston is stopping days, returned to Las Vegas last night.
hfre for a few days on a business While in Alamogordo Dr. Roberts ad'
die ssed the farmers at the county fair
visit.
L. Q. Sharer of New York City is and acted as judge in the agricultural
visiting the trade in Las Vegas to- exhibit.
C. G. Hedgcock, an attorney of San
day.
A. W. Griffin of Shreveport, La., is ta Rosa, arrived in Las Vegas last
in the city on business.
nipht and will remain here on legal
Sheriff and Mrs. Roman Gallegos matters for a few days. Mr. Hedgcock
returned this morning from a two was a member of the party that re
weeks' vacation at Agua Caliente, turned from the session of the court
Taos county.
In Guadalupe county. The other memC. C. Covington of St. Louis is bers of the party were Judge David J.
among the recent arrivals In Las Ve- Leahy, Assistant District Attorney
Chester A Hunker, Louis Ufeld and
gas.
H. V. Middaugh and J. Harlon. both Miss Sablna Gustafson.
of Albuquerque, are registered at a
Charles Adams of Watrous is in the
local hotel.
city for a few days' business.
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S. Stevens, the Santa Fe fireman
who recently lost his right foot in
an accident on Glorieta mountain, re
turned today from El Paso, where he
has been sojourning for a few daya.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ogle, who went
to Albuquerque several days ago to
attend the Sunday school convention
returned today on train No. 10.
Mrs. Julia S. Dillon left today to
spend the winter with her eon in
Pueblo.
Mrs. Dillon has rented her
house here to W. F. Clark of the In
vestment and Agency corporation.
Eugenio Romero, county treasurer,
collected taxes to the amount of $1
148.58 during the month of September.
B.

WAR
(Continued from Page One)
Hons under General von Hindenberg,
all going on at the same time, are
taken to indicate that the Gtrman
army is not lacking in men.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1914.

army landed between Memel, in east
Prussia, and Polangen, In Russia, but
proceeded no further than Rossyenl
in the province of Kovna. The army
fiom the province of Suwalki, repuls
ed at Druskenlki, on the left bank of
the River Niemen la now attempting
to cross this river at Gretch, where a
big battle is in progress,
It evidently s the intention of this
army to flank the Russians under
General Ruzsky. A third army is try
ing to proceed from Neldenburg, In east
Prussia, southeast in the direction of
Warsaw, but apparently without suc
cess. Simultaneously the main fier.
nisn forces, starting from Posen, are
proceeding eastward with Cracow as
their objective. The southern division
of the German army already has join
ed with the Austrians at Cracow
J

ENGLAND

Three Points

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can 1 get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?

With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business
affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
and
Capital
Surplus
$125,000.00

Saturday Specials

PLACES

MINES IN THE

The Unusual Warm Weather for the past month
has left a large stock of NEW Fall Suits and
'
Overcoats on our hands.

SEA

TO INCREASE OUR SALES we offer extraordinary values for Saturday and Monday
Fall Suits in the Newest Designs In Cassamerea
and Worsteds.

(Continued from page Oney

when they disappeared one day, imme
diately the Red Cross of the Eighty- $12.50 to $15.00 values,,, warranted
all wool and
eeveuth regiment replaced the khaki
Hand Tailored
suits of the men of the Twelfth bat
talion. xIn this eight days ten divi
sions had moved out of Valcartler.
'Horsey
artillery and transport
wagons came over the 18 miles of
read, while the troops were sent by
train.
$18.00, $20.00, $22.50 values, warranted all wool and
"It had been intended to march all
Hand Tailored.
'he men to Quebec, but the weather
was vile and plans were hastily chang
ed for the movement by train. It required five days to transfer the various units, an averaze of- tsn fpnnna
moving away from the camp each
day. The trains ran directly to the
breakwater and the transfer to the
ships was made promptly. As the
ships were filled they moved off and
steamed down the river to anchorage
previously agreed on, and there met
the naval convoy; afterwards the great
fleet set out to sea.
"There was little of the picturesque
In all this business. There were no
cheering crowds; in fact, comparatively- few people knew anything of what
Terrible German Losses
CORRECT GARMENTS TOR MEN
was going on."
EAST LAS VEGAS NEW MEXICO
Oct.
2.
have
"The
Germans
London,
suffered heavily everywhere under the
machine gun fire of the
ROMAN OFFICrAL BETTER
Rome, Oct. 2 (Via Paris). The con
Belgians," according to a statement
RUSSIAN OFFICERS HELD
MAP OF THE PECOS
cabled from Antwerp by the corres- dition of Marquis dl San Guillan, min- MEXICAN
SOLDIERS
Berlin, Oct, 2 (by wireless to Say-Santa, Fe; Oct 2. The state land
ister of foreign affairs, who has been
pondent of the Central News.
vilie, L. I.) A statement given out office today completed a map in detail
At the Wavre and St Catherine seriously ill, was ameliorated sudden- in Berlin says that about 2,000 Rus of the Pecos valley
ia detail
foits alone (outside or Antwerp) the
to such, an extent that he was
LOOT A RICH MINE sian officers, Including 18 generals, the location of state showing
lands in the arGerman dead may be counted by thou- a tie yesterday to receive the Ameri
are held as prisoners of war in deten- - tesian belt With characteristic fore
sands. At several points the corpses can ambassador In his bedroom in the
sfon camps in Germany.
n
sight Land Commissioner It P.
He In heaps. '. Entire companies have presence of Premier Salandra.
Carhas selected all the available
been exterminated, while the other dinal Domlo Ferrata, the papal secre- AMERICAN PROPERTY IS WAN
lands ini that section, some of which
COTTON MILLS CLOSE
TONLY STOLEN BY MILL
troops were driven back at the point tary of state, who also has been ill,
London, Oct 2. The correspondent have already doubled and trebled in
of the bayonet."
is reported to be much better.
TARY FORCES
of the Central News at Accrington in value, the state, of course, being the.
Germans Leaving Brussels
Lancashire says that the general opin- gainer thereby.
In a dispatch from Amsterdam, the
B. C Broome of the state engi
ion among cotton manufacturers is
LANE WILL CAMPAIGN
2. Seizure
of
neer's
correspondent of the Central News
Oct
office, on a recent trip over El
Washington,
because
war
of
mills
that,
2.
the
of
the
Oct.
President Wil
Washington,
says advices reaching there from Brus- son and
Lane today dis- - 500,000 pesos by Mexican soldiers whole country will be forced to close Camino Real all the way to Nogal
Secretary
sels se forth that there is every rea- cuesed
from the Rea Del Monte mine, an before Christmas. Thousands of em canyon below San Marcial took pic
executively the administration
son to anticipate the early withdrawconservation bills. They expect the American property, was reported to ployes are now Idle, and the sugges1-tio- tures of the road and road making
al of the Germans from the Belgian Alaskan
is made that the government activities:. He has colored these and
coal land leasing bill to be day through foreign consular reprecapital. Wounded men are being sent passed before adjournment and the sentatives in Mexico. The money is come to the rescue with a' large grant). they will form a much appreciated,
back to Germany, he says, and the
and valued part of the San Diego
general land leasing bill and the gen believed to have been taken by the
German official documents are being eral dam bill to be
same band which seized 1,500,000
completed early
COLLINS IS LOSER
up.
next session Secretary Lane expects pesos from a British corporation. The
Santa
Fe, Oct 2. The state suThe correspondent
says he has to speak in the west during the con British embassy here has made reppreme court today overruled the de
STOLE AMERICAN PROPERTY
learned from a good source that the gressional
to
resentations
the state department.
campaign.
murrer
of
J.
of
Hugh
Oct. 2. On representaCollins,
Washington,
formerly
German general staff has left Luxem
Efforts are being made, through Amerof
tions
In
Albuquerque,
the
S. Hulls ot
lately
Clayton,
Representative
by
ican consular agents to recover the
burg in 80 motor cars for MainC
disbarment proceedings that are pend Tennessee, the state department today
loot.
Germain Soldiers Sick
I0THF.R! THE CHILD
ing against Collins, who was given asked Consular Agent Carothers to
It, is reported in Amsterdam, tele
10 days In which to answer. The main
investigate the alleged seizure by Vilthe
graphs
correspondent of the Cen
against Collins is that he fail- la of a large number of horses and
charge
CHANCE
TO
EXPORT CEMENT
tral News In that city, thab 800 troops
IS COSTIVE, BILIOUS
on the lines between Brussels and
Washington, Oct. 2. When it comes ed to be prompt in turning over funds crops belonging to Americans at Asthe time to build up the cities, of Eu he had collected for client.
cension, Mexico.
Antwerp" are Buffering from typhoid
rope
fever.
destroyed in the war, the United
Look, Motherl If Tongue Is Coated States will bo in a position to furnish
Give "California Syrup of
all the cement required. The United
Antwerp Wants Aid
States geological survey reports that
Figs"
2
Amsterdam, Oct.
(via London).
the supply of raw material here is
A dispatch to the TelegraaP from
No matter what alls your child, a practically Inexhaustible. The United
Antwerp says:
laxative should al- States imports relatively little hy-villages gentle, thorough
be
the
first
flraultlci cement, etily about 85,000
treatment given.
ways,
between The' first ana second rifts 6f
one
Is
little
.your
half
barrels
Jf
having been imported in 1913s.,
dre
,
fcrts surrounding the city
fleeing
n
if
3.'i.'i,uja-into Antwerp, but there Isjnojpkhic: ,$ck, 4sn;'t-- resting, eating and acting. Thfirn In rAflllv' TTftlA 'tleadsilfv frr
to
see
Motneri
this
nacurany
for
iook,
temgu
cement,
If
import
country
any
The Inhabitants feel certain that help
is coated. This is a sure sign that its all sections are" now fairly' Well supwill come.
little stomach, liver, apd bowels are plied with mills for the manufacture
'fifty thousand refugees have ar- clogged with waste. When cross, Irri of Portland cement, and production
rived
from Ghent,
5,000
from
diar- last year was nearly 93,000,000 bar
table, feverish, stomach-ache- ,
Bruges, 3,000 from Coutrai and 2,000
sore throat, full of cold, give rels. A significant feature of the
rhoea,
from Ostend.
teaspoonful of 'California Syrup of cement industry is tho fact that
"Behind and in the enemys' lines
and In a few hours all the con though only about 80 per cent of tho
Figs,"
In. the provinces of Brabant, Llmburg
stipated poison, undigested food and normal cement Industry of the coun-and Hainault, Belgian volunteers have sour bile
gently moves out of its lit- try is employed at the maximum, and '
succeeded In blowing up the railway tle bowels without
griping, and you there is often an over production; yetj
track at ten places, besides destroy- have a well,
the exports of hydraulic cement have
playful child again.
ing bridges and viaducts."
Mothers can rest easy after giving scarcely exceeded 4,200,000 barrels in
this harmless "fruit laxative," because any year, thia amount being only
'
Big Battle Begins
it never fails to cleanse the little one's about 5 per cent of
activity.
Petrograd, Oct 2 (via London). It liver and bowels and sweeten the American ma.niifRnture.ragreat
liatra nn trot
is the opinion of observers here that, stomach and
they dearly love Its made the most of their opportunities i
as a result of the recent fighting on
taste. Full directions for
pleasant
the Russian-Germafrontier, the Ger- babies, children of all ages and for statistics show that the exports r
man positions are Buffering from the growm-up- s
printed on the bottle.
cement from England, German
i
efforts to concentdate troops from four
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups. gium and France, not 6n-- "
directions on the southeast
f J
Polish Ask your druggist for a
bot considered larger t""''
border, where a decisive twittle is tie of "California
Syrup of Figs; United States
expected.
then see that it is made by the "Cali higher r
The north division of the German fornia Fig Syrup;
Company;" Adv.

Fighting at Roye
Paris, Oct 2. An official statement
issued by the war office says that ter
rific fighting continues near Roye,
where the Germans have been strong
ly reinforced
The statement says:
un our lert wing the,, Battle, con
tinues with terrific fighting,, netably
in the region of Roye, where the Ger
mans appear to have concentrated re
inforcements. The action extends
more and more toward the north.
"The front of the battle line is now
extended into the region south of Arrus.
On the Meuse the Germans at
tempted to throw a bridge across the
river near St. Mihiel. The bridge was
destroyed by our guns.
"In the Woevre district our offensive
continues and progresses step by step,
notably in the region between Aper- mont and St. Mihiel.
"On the remainder of the front
there have been attempted only par
tial operations here and there.''
Heavy
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Suits Pressed for One Year Free
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Try this
dessert.
dainty
costs
little and it's
It's easily made,
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TOWLE'S

LOGCABIM
CAN E AND
MAPLE SYRUP

.

Makes Home, "Sweet" Home, Indeed
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Towle'a
Falnr Fluff Into a saucepan pntacnpof
I,4C.ibin Syrup, let boil until it will
rairy
spin a thread, add soups boiling water, pinch of salt
and H oz. ftclntiue (softened in cup cold water.)
Stir until Kelatine has dissolved, cool until partly net,
beat until light ami spongy, add 'A cup chopped nut-meats, while beating. Kill molds and chill. Serve
with whipped cream undsome more Log Cabin Syrup.
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Ask your grocer for Towle's Log Cabin Syrup,
with the delicious maple flavior sold in full
measure
canseat it on pancakes, waffles and French toast.

The Towle Maple Products Co.,

Sales headquarters: Peoples Gas Building, Chicago

.

Refinerien
St. PauL Minn.
St. Jotuubury, Vfc
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"WB SUOULU WOKUY"
It takes an emphatic expression to

describe the excellence of conditions
in New Mexico this falL Emphasis is
beet i.ttalned by the use of slang or
profanity doubtleen many pooula will
teny the truth of this statemeur.aad
as The Optic is avote to the ulilizU'
(ion of the latter it will havo tn re
port to something a bit devilUa.
New Mexico, then, undoubtedly is
in the "WE SHOULD WORRY" class
iliia year. Ware and rumors' of wars
ri Europe and Mexico need not cause
..tarni or make anybody tighten his
.purse strings. New Mexico Is full of
jiroducta of the farm and ranch and
full of people who have the money
to purchase these products or fini
eastern buyers for them and at a
ood price. Never have the crops of
the dry farmers, the irrlgationists and
the orchard owners been better. Never
has there been more and better wool.
Never have there been more lambs on
the pastures and never has fall weather been more encouraging for the
stock men, due to warmth and plenty
of grass.
This condition prevails all over the
state and San Migue! county has enjoyed just as great prosperity as any
.other section of New Mexico. Mer-- .
chants report better business during
the summer and early fall than they
have enjoyed in years. Eastern states.
where the curtailment of the ocean
traffic and suspension of the stock
.exchange hare worked havoc, are
said to be in a bad way as regards
business. But New Mexico and other
western and southwestern states, un
hurt by the war, are in a measure to
enjoy the full fruits of their bounte
ous harvests.

The study of conditions surrounding
school life which may Injuriously affect the growth and development of
the child, and proper appreciation of
the Influence of physical defects on
the intellectual capacity of the young,
have until quite recently received little
consideration In this country. The
first attempt to exercise medical supervision of schoos In the United
States was by the city of Boston, In
1891, for the purpose of controlling
the contagious diseases of childhood.
From this beginning, the movement
has developed until now most of our
cities maintain a more or less comprehensive supervision over school hygiene and the medical Inspection of
school children la mandatory In a
m.mber of states and elective in some
others.
In this respect we are considerably
behind European countries, notably
Germany and England, where the system of medical school supervision is
more extensively developed, has been
lenger ill operation and Is practically
national character. That this Is so
Is largely due to the fact that consideration of dirt, destitution and disease, has not been of such Immediate
importance with us, except in certain
restricted areas.
School hygiene Is a complex problem. Our knowledge of its principles
Is greatly in excess of their practical
ni'l'llcation. The position of school
nodical officer presupposes, In addition to thorough training In physio
logy, and psychology, a practical work
ing knowledge of the physics of heat,
l'ght and ventilation, and an ability
to recognize and
they physical condition and educational needs
f the developing chilld.
The need of skilled services and the
expense incident thereto have been
Instrumntal in restricting the practice
of school hygiene largely to urban
communities. This is unfortunate,
the great bulk of the school
population of this country Is as yet
scattered over the rural districts.
Tho disproportionate prevalence of
prevalent diseases among urban and
rural populations Is not great; the
necessity, therefore, of educating rural communities to the exercise of
sanitary precautions necessary for the
preservation of health Is apparent.
The Importance of school hygiene In
this respect is paramount, because the
sanitary redemption of the majority of
rural communities must largely be
brought about through the practical
education of the young in orderliness, cleanliness and the observance
of sanitary precautions. Furthermore,
the medical Inspection of schoolchil
dren Is In more or less Intimate re
lation with the homes, which in turn
arc component parts of communities.
The educational effect of school hygiene extends through these channels
for the betterment of the community
health.
There Is necessity for uniformity in
methods of examination and of classifying the results for collective statistics to be of value. There is need of
uniform methods and systematic clas
sification of results before these observations can be of value in studying
mental and physical standards, and
the effect of changing social conditions on development.
The object of school hygiene, says
The Journal of the American Medical
Association, is to place the Impressionable child In the most favorable
environment for physical and mental
development and to detect and correct
defects which may Impede intellectual
training. The medical supervision of
schools may, however, be further
by the state In the determination
of the prevalence of communicable dis- util-iez-

$5.30
TO

Albuquerque
AND

eases, especially In rural communities. The ultimate control of malaria,
trachoma, tuberculosis and typhoid
fever in these communities must be
largely through educational methods.
For these reasons the combination of
the duties of the health officer with
that of the medical supervision of
schools appears eminently practicable.
Intensive studies of the mental capacity of American school children, at
varying agee, should be undertaken,
In widely separated communities, with
a view to the establishment of the normal mental standard, thereby rendering possible the study of the Impress
of Immigration, and the effect of a
changed social environment on the
mental processes of the Immigrant
child, as revealed by similar examinations at the ports of entry.
o
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HAVE IMPROVED

KANSAS

ANGRY Al BRITISH
THEY

NEUTRALITY
DECARE
COMMERCE
HAS
BEEN ATTACKED

OF

THEIR

Berlin, Oct. 2 (by wireless to
L. I.).1 In a copy of the Dutch
newspaper Nlruws Van Den Dag,
which has been received here, there
is complaint of the lack of observSay-vlll-

ance of Dutch neutrality by British
and French warships. It is declared
that Holland's trade with her colon
ies had to discontinue on account of
the activity of English warships'.
Swedish papers receivtd in Berlin
complain of the interference in trtwlethat.
resulting in the declarations
Swedish Iron ore Is contraband of
war.
A copy of the Roterdamsehe Cotir- ant received here, referring to certain
war news which has been character
ized by the London" Times as "lUs
from a Dutch source," declares that
this information was issued officially
by the British legation at The Hague.
No Food for Germany
Oct. 2. Holland has given

London,

RETURN

i

"A. splendid effort has been made to
Ui'cicase the school attendance every- where in Union county," declared Mr.
White, "and this year shows an attendance of 27 in the high school at
Clayton, whereas last year there were
but 16 pupils. The striking thing
al out the enrollment In Claytou this
;ear is that the attendance at schools
is as large as the number of pupils
listed of school age. There Is an efficient truant officer fa Clayton, that is
a certainty.
"Union county has been given $6,000
of state aid funds and County School
Superintendent H. H. Errett has un
doubtedly put the money to good use,
fine new buildings having been erect
ed In various parts of the county.
"I visited the schools of Colfax coun
ty; and found that Dawson is forging
ahead with several new teachers
they have 11 teachers there now and
a total enrollment of 530 out of 712
libted of school age. There are about
0 pupils to a room. A new building
with a new teacher has been opened
recently."
Mr. "White said that he visited the
five coal camps of the St Louis,
Rocky Mountain and Pacific railway,
having obtained a special permit to
see the miners and their settlement.
All of the children In these camp
schools are doing well," declared Mr.
white, "and great progress is made
i!espite the polyglot character of the
cimps where ten or 12 languages are
spoken. I was very hospitably treated
by the officials who showed me around
and by the miners whom I met. I
must say this was a most interesting
visit, showing how these children of
so many foreign lands are becoming
Americanized, educated and trained
to he good citizens of the great United
j
States.
"I was greatly interested in the visit
to Raton, a city which has made so
many improvements in the past few
years. Raton has its own water works
and now Is completing a municipal
bvllding which will be a credit to New
Mexico. It will have an auditorium
with a seating capacity of 2,000. Ra- toi has one of the best public libraries
in the state. And now Raton is holding; a fair, and there is every indication that it will prove a great success.
"The high school building has now
d
an attendance probably
larger than last year, and there is a large
euiollment in the grades. Raton can
boast of 32 teachers this year.
The high school building has heen
remodelled and now has one of the
best equipped manual training and domestic science departments
in the
state. I expect to see great "results
from the work along industrial educa'
tional lines this year."

assurances that it will prevent the
exportation of foodstuffs from Holland
to Germany or to other countries now
at. war. This action by the Dutch government greatly simplifies the differences which liftve arisen concerning
cargoes of food destined for The Neth
erlands, and makes it possible for the
DritiKh government to cease the seizure and investigation of cargees of
foodstuffs consigned to Dutch dealers.
The decision will eliminate also the
friction caused by the seizure of food
stuffs bound from the United States
to Rotterdam. It is declared as grati
fying both to the British foreign secretary Sir Edward Grey, and the American ambassador, Walter Hines
Page, who have been conferring dally
as to what shipments may be properly
considered contraband. A great percentage of the American exports to
Holland is wheat and other foodstuffs,
the status of which is now known and
detined.
The British and American govern
ments are still exchanging representations regarding copper and some
otter commodities Shipped from Am
erican ports to Holland and consider
ed by Great Britain as contraband of
war. The negotiations, It was made
cit ar, are proceeding amicably.
Much American copper shipped to
Dutch ports is reported as being sent
for sale in the open market without
consignment to a definite customer.
Great Britain pays for the copper seizNEW LUMBER COMPANY
ed, and the question has arisen whe
ther such seizure is an interruption
Santa Fe, Oct. 2. The Mlmbress
of trade; inasmuch as the cargo is not Valley Lumber company filed incordefinitely sold and billed to a desig- poration papers today with the state
nated firm.'
corporation commission. In addition
to the lumber business It will also enREADY FOR WINTER
gage lu the sale of lands and various
Trinidad, Cola, Oct. 2. Prepara other activities usually enumerated In
tions are being made under order of corporation charters. The capitalizathe federal army officers for the im tion is $25,000 divided into 250 shares
mediate erection of winter stalls and of which $8,100 are paid up. The In
cover aheda for the cavalry horses corporators and directors
areR, - Wt
andj equipment In use by 'the federal Long, El Paso, 63 shares' J. "V. Scnurtg
forces in the' strike zone of sohtlieni i5."'shares; E. L. F6ulkis8 shares,,. a
"
Colorado.. Colonel Lockett explalhs, total of 81 shares:'jo!"
however,' that this does not mean that
the troops will remain in the district
Martinez is
all winter, as no definite orders to
Santa Fe, Oct. 2. Malaquias Martithat effect have been received from nez, republican nominee for the legisWashington.
lative house In Taos county, is precariously ill from blood poisoning. In
unloading a mowing machine for his
TODAY IN CONGRESS
farm a few days ago at the Tres Ple- I
I
dras station, he scratched his left
Washington, Oct. 2. Senate: Met hand. He paid no attention to the
at 11 a .m.
vound until his arm commenced to
Senator Norris led the attack on the swell. Since then, physicians here
have done all in their power to alleClayton hill conference report.
Finance committee democrats con- viate Martinez's suffering but the arm
tinued working on the war revenue is now swollen and discolored up to
bill.
the shoulder.
House: Met at noon.
Debate wa resumed oa the Jones
Stop cougning! you rack the lungs
bill for Philippine independence.
tnd worry the body. BALLARD'S
The Judiciary.,ommittee formally HOREHOUND SYRUP checks Irritaits report; recommending that the tion, heals the lungs and restores comimpeachment proceedings against Fed- fortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c and
eral Judge Speer of Georgia, be drop- $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
'
i
ped.
Drug Co. Adv.
one-thir-

ober 12ib, 1914.

fiuas

to the Duke City
d spend a week's

vacation' during

the

34th Annual New Mexico
State Fair, Oct. 5ih to 10th
iiclusive. The Santa Fe
System has granted a rate
of n are or (he round
trip. For other information
J

see me.
D. L. BATCUEL0R,

,ji

Agent.

Your watch Is a delicate piece
of Machinery and should be entrust-e- d
only in the hsvnds of an expert

mech vnic.

Our connection with the

.

at Liverpool and continued heavy re

ceipts in tho American nortnwest
brought about a further decline to
day in wheat The opening, which
was
cent up, was followoff to
ed by a drop of nearly 2 cents In
some cases, bnt the greater part of
the loss was regained. The close was
nervous
to IV cents under last

Send us your watch, optical and
Jewelry repairing and we will give
you satisfaction.

Robert J. Taupert

night
Corn suffered from the weakness of
wheat. After starting ft to
cent lower prices underwent an addi
tional sag and showed but little power
to react The close was weak at
to
cents under last night. iVDespite good buying for cash houses
the oats market took the same course
as other grains.
Provisions averaged a little higher.
'' The closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dec. 1.05; May 1.11.
Corn, Dec. 66; May 68.
Oats, Dee.
May 50 ft.
Pork, Oct. $16.50; Jan. $19.02.
Lard, Oct. $9.42; Jan. $9.77.
Ribs,. Oct $10.60; Jan. $9.95.
'

7;

R.ail-wa- y

time service requiresus at a.11
times to have efficient workmen.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 2. Increasing stocks

A.T. & S.F. Watch

Jeweler and Optician

Inspector

Better Babies Contest Entry Card
County Fair, at Las Vegas
October 5, 6 and 7

NEW POSTMASTER

Santa Fe, Oct. 2 Hampton H. Lisle
was today commissioned postmaster
at Elmendorf, Socorro county.
Automobile stage line to Mora tri
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las,, Vegas postofflce
a. m
arriving Mora 9:45 a, m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las VegaB
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop
weekly,

The entry card, printed below, must be mailed to Mrs. Charles Trumbull, East Las Vegas, New Mexico, Chairman of the Committee on entries of that department. Notice of time of judging appoinnient will be
mailed to all making their entires early. Entries in this department
close at' 12 o'clock noon, Saturday, October 3. Examination will be made
No child suffering
on October 5 and 6. No entrance fee Is required.
from any acute or constitutional diseases may be entered. All babies
between the ages of one to four years, both male and female, are eligible
to entry. There will be three divisions. Division A being from one to
two years old. Division B from two to three years old, Division C from
three to four years old. In each division a first priz of $5 in gold will
be awarded to the best male child aM to the hest female child.
--

The following is the form of entry card used:
Entry No.
Division

CITROLAX
C I T R O L A X

Name of child.

CITROLAX

.Months

Age: Years

Best thing for constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and sat
isfactory flushing no pain, no nausea. Keeps your system cleansed,
sweet and wholesome. Ask for Cit- rolax. O. G. Sohaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Days

Sex
Parents' Name
Address

Street and No..
All parties wishing to enter their children tP
and mall to Mrs. Trumbull at above address.

out the above form

SATURDAY NIGHT

!

AND
J'li.i Slid "i
itFi'T 1.1' :'

Monday Bar gams

t.

Better Values than ever See our Bargain Specials
Money savjed on every article. Everything sold is
guaranteed, by an old responsible Jflrm.

21 cents
-

v
v

89 cents

$2.60
ALL WOOL UNION SUITS
for Women .

:...

Each

-

I

GO

.

'

u?'

"'

' BOYS1

:$f.W
GOOD

65o
BLOUSE WAISTS

'

CALICO

50c values
MEN'S

,

FOUR-IN-HAN-

49 cents

per

PalP
50c
FLEECED UNDERWEAR
For Men

--

.

.

43 cents

Now

39cCtttS

BEST DRESS GINGHAM

.

f0P

2e.
FLEECED UNDERWEAR
For Boyg

25 cents

01.00

Per Garment

THH

TIES

D

a

Ten

.

Each

cents J

-O

v-

cento

,

,

Ten Yards

35c
HOSE

26c per pr.

Victor

Per Pale.

fV

.?.

--

;

For Women
"

fERCALE (36

;60p

.; '".- -

SI. S3
MACO

MOCHA GLOVES
Gloves in Gray for Women

Ten. Yards
?

Per Garment

STORE OF QUALITY"

OPPOSITE

Talking

Machines &
Records

Mill

'

' ''t'Jjt$1.25

Women's
WOOL UNDERVESTS
Worth $1.25
.$g-Each
V!"

25c and 35c
LISLE HOSE
for Children
Per Pair

ill

3rd

Expert
Repairing

SCHOOLS

.

Tickets on sale October
to 10th inclusive.
Final return Limit Oct-

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Oct. 2. Hogs, receipts
Market stronger. Bulk $7.35
2,000.
7.75; heavy $7.808; packers and
butchers $7.908.35;
lights $7.75
8 40; pigs $7.257.75.
STATE SUPERINTENDENT PLEASCattle, receipts L000. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $1010.90; dressed
ED WITH WHAT HE SAW ON
beef sters $89.75; western steers
OFFICIAL VISIT
$'.'.709.25; stockers and feeders $6
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 2. That Colfax 0S.5O; hulls $56.&0; calves $6.50
and Union counties show a marked 10.50.
tncrease In "educational enthusiasm"
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market higher.
is the declaration of Alvan N. White, Lambs $77.50;
yearlings $5.25
state superintendent of public Instruc- 6.15; wethers $55.65; ewes $4.25
tion, who has just returned from a 5.10.
14 days' tour through those two counties.

HOLLAND NEWSPAPERS

MARKETS
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STATE G. O. P. CONVENTION
Worcester, Mass.. Oct. 2. The ad- varce guard of delegates arrived here
today for the state republican convention which will meet tomorrow. The
convention will adopt a platform for
the fall campaign and ratify the state
ticket, which will be headed by for-uur Congressman Samuel McCall as
candidate for governor.
BAY

She OPTIC
WM1T

15he

LOBBY

tUm

CAH

AND

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOOD! OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
102
Meets every Monday night la
A. M. Regular communication first aid O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
third Thursday
earn month. Visiting dially welcome. Js T. Buhler, Presi
Mothers cordially in dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M H. B. Van C. II, Baily, Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
You will like their positive action
They have a tonic effect on the bow
els, and give a wholesome, thorough

COLUMN

cleaning to the entire bowel tract.
Stir the liver to healthy activity and
keep stomach sweet Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never af
fect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25c. O. G. Schaifer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
AD MEN MEET IN DETROIT
Detroit, Mich., Oct 2. A largely at
tended convention of the Affiliated Ad
vertising Clubs of America assembled
in Detroit today and will continue in

session through the remainder of the
week.
Delegations of advertising
men, publishers, merchants and manu
facturers are here from Chicago, To
ledo, Indianapolis, Cleveland, Buffalo,
Rochester and a number of other ci
ties.
POSITIVELY

MASTERS

CROUP
Compound

Foley's Honey and Tar
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm. Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

A

Petten, Secretary.

,

OF COLUMBUS, COUr
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 604. Meets second an
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Reg- - ourth
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
.
..
rr.......
i
x.
Pioneer build! oft. Visiting member!
seeuuu
4
conclave
uiar
ff,y
dey In each mcnth at Ma are cordially invited. Richard Devlna,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Ffank Angel. F. 8.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

f

OPTIC
RATES

NUMSIR, MAIM L
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

TOR

a'

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
cation first Monday In each

liif

monttt at M80Ill
Temple
Five cents per line each Insertion,
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
Estimate alx ordinary words to line.
Vt H. P.j F. O. Blood, Secre- No ad to occupy lese space than two
All advertisements
lints
charged
will be booked at space actually set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO,
without regard to number ef word.
4. Meets every Monday evening at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
brethren cordially Invited, to attend.
J. Frledenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
V, G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
ranch Werta, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED .Man at Harvey's
Trustee.
for general farm work; must be Cemetery
Box
Address
B, City.
good milker.
B. P. o. ELKS Meets second and
Carriage out Saturday morning.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on Nintlt street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
FOR
RENT Furnished
Bedroom,
Secretary.
modern. 328 Grand avenue.

Wanted

East Bound
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

I.... 7:20
... .11:64
I.... 1:25

II...

Deaft

p. m

p m
a. m
1:15 p. m
Will Bound

7:41 l
11:61 &

-

!:! a

S.

1:91

B.

Deaatt

Arrive

1....

No.
No.
No.
No.

I....
T..1-- .

1:10
1:35

.

p. m

1:8$ . 21:41 a. K
4:81 l. R,
a. ft

-

a. m
4:20 p. m
:35 p. m

7:t

,

For Rant

COAL FOR SOUTH AMERICA
Mobile, Ala, Oct. 2. A new indus- FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
511 Ninth street.
try that of shipping coal to the South
has
been
officially
American market
two
FOR SALE Williams ranch;
inaugurated in Mobile with the sailsix
outbuild
good
good
houses,
lots;
ing of the ship Domingos Joaquin de
ings; plows, camping outfit, stones.
Silva laden with 2,964 tons of Ala623 Railroad avenue.
bama coal for Buenos Ayres. The
shipment was made by Mobile capitalists as an experiment, the plan result- FOR RENT Two light housekeeping
' 414

rooms.
Seventh street.
ing from a recent report that South
were
American countries
hard pushed for coal, the fuel selling for $24 a FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
rooms. 721 Fourth.
ton in Buenos Ayres. As the British
the
has
forbidden
shipgovernment
ment of coal from Great Britain, a FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln.
new field for Alabama coal Is now
oj ened up.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
903 Main avenue.
Toned Up Whole System
"Chamberlain'8 Tablets have done
more for me than I ever dared hope FOR RENT Six room house on hill,
lights and bath. Enquire 1034 Fifth
for," writes Mrs. Esther Mae Baker,
St.
"I
used several
Spencerport, N. Y,
bottles of these tablets a few months
RENT Nicely furnished house.
ago. They not only cured me of bil- FOR
keeping rooms, hot and cold water,
ious attacks, sick headaches and that
private family, one block from car
tired out feeling, but toned up my
line, 1103 Lincoln avenue. Phone
whole system." For sale by all dealMain 367.
ers." Adv.
EI DORADO HOTEL for rent Furni
A. A. U, CHAMPIONSHIPS
ture for sale. Enquire at hotel.
New York, Oct. 2. A record number of entries have been received for
the
track and field cham- FOR RENT A suite of rooms for

metropolitan
light housekeeping; hot water heat
pionships of the A. A. U. which will be
1034 Eighth street
Phone Main
held at Celtic Park tomorrow. Pro60S.
bably the most Interesting events will
be the 100 and 200 yard dashes, with
C. D. Reldpath, the New York A. C. FURNISHED rooms and board, steam
heat, electric light and bath. 1022
Olympic champion and intercollegiate
Fourth street
quarter-mil- e
record holder, competh g
against Alvan Meyer, the present metropolian champion.' Another event
of particular interest will be the half-mil- e
run, with Homer Baker, the New
York A. C. national and English cham- ACCORDION PLEATING Have your
ruffles pleated
with most
pion, and A. R. Kiviat, the national
modern machine. Phone Main 367.
e
and metropolitan
campion,
among the entrants.

KNIGHT4

one-mil-

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Why Not Publish It?
When you want a fact to become

Dentist
Dental work of any description al
generally known, the right way is to
moderate prices
publish It Mrs. Joseph Kalians, Peru, Room 1, Center Block. Office
Phont
Ind., was troubled with belching, sour
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
stomach and frequent headaches. She
writes, "I feel it my duty to tell
others what Chamberlain's Tablets
It Always Does the Work
have done for me. They have helped
"I like Chamberlain's Cough Remmy digestion and regulated my bow- edy better than any other," writes R.
els. Since using them I have been
Roberts, Homer City, Pa. "I have
entirely well." For sale by all deal- taken It off and on for several years
ers1. Adv.
and it has never failed to give the desired results." For aale by all dealDIAMOND TRADE LOOKING UP
ers. Adv.
New York, Oct. 2 The recent marked Improvement in the diamond trade
DEBACA IN MORA
Is regarded In business and financial
Santa Fe, Oct. 2. Game Warden
c.'rcles in this city as one of the most Trinidad C. de Baca leaves tomorrow
tri.fl worthy signs of an early and gen- morning on an automobile trip to
eral return of prosperity. The dia- Mora county. Assistant United States
mond trade was one of the first to District Attorney B. C. Wade went to
feel the depression arising from the I as Cruces to attend the democratic
European war. That the condition of ccunty convention and to transact lethe trade is now on the steady road gal business.
to recovery is evidenced by the fact
that several of the largest factories
When your food does not digest
devoted to the trade in New York well and you feel ' 'Tilue," tired and
are now running full time. Many of discouraged, you should use a little
laose Interested in the trade predict HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
itiit one of the results of the war will bowels, purifies the system and rebe to make New York, Instead of Ams stores a fine feeling of health and enterdam, the center of- - the diamond- - ergy, price 60c. Sold by Central
cutting Industry of the world,
Drug Co. Adv.

This

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
AND

-- if you use

EMPRESS

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and

FLOUP."

Ladles always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.

I

Meets second and
fourth
evening each
Thursday
month at Vf. O. W. hall. Visitlnt
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

It
giving you
a present for

A

v

L. O. O. MOOSE

do-in-

something

V''

you 'd do

fletferEMPRESS

FLOUR really

WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
MODERN

jY

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting members are
welcome and cordially invited.

A

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAVPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S

X

CKNUINEWM

--

LEWIS
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 384 '
DR. ADELAIDE

any

way when you
leam how Much

f

B.

ROGERS it
SONS' A k
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M,

JONES-BOWEK-

I FRENCH
J 1REY(STE.1- -

CO

LING) FINISH

E. Central
Yean Practical Experience.
215

13
83.

A. JONES

EMPRESS!
can be ov

W. W. BOWERS

GEO, H. HUNKER

tamed in this city iiom

Attorney a
--

East Las Vegas,

1

ALL GROCERS

New Mexico.

Miscellaneous
te

For YOU!

i
If

V.

U

"fi

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds or More, each dlivery
1,000

pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery...

,

20c
25c
30c
40c
,50c

per
per
per
per
per

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUAIIPUBA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

a

FIND

WHAT YOU WANT

WANT ADS

AND
SELL WHAT YOU

CLASSIFIED ADS search out
MIGHT BUT

DONT WANT

t ho people to whom among those who

the particular thing

Is worth mosL

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were a dvertlsed here,
OTHERS who read and answer

the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used
machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.

WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.

SATIS-

ii
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and
get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
McCLURE'S

THE

MAGAZINE

WOMEN'S HOM

E

COMP

10

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN

at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay

By placing your subscription

CALL

AT

THE

OFFICE

AND

LEAVE

YOUR

SUBSCRIPTIDf)

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic; and one
Hagazine for one year

$7.00
$7-5-

0

$6.00
$6.50

0;

4;
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

S3QHT

TAX ON BANK STOCKS

NEW FRONT

ANOTHER

SUGGEST CHANGES
STRUCTURE WEST OF DEMOCRATS
REVENUE
WAR
IN
THE
TAUPERT'S STORE TO BE

John King was arrested last night by
Chief of Police Ben Coles on a charge
TUESDAY WILL BE
of drunkenness and vagrancy. This
morning Police Judge D. R. Murray
DAY
sentenced King to serve 50 days upFAIR STOCK
on the street gang: King was caught
upon the streets yesterday, begging,
LOVERS OF 'FINE CATTLE AND and was warned by the chief to leave
town. He failed to comply with the
HORSES WILL HAVE CHANCE
TO SEE THEM
warning and will stay.

SATURDAY'S

BE ELIMINATED

MAY

ON DOUGLAS AVENUE

LOCAL NEWS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1914.

Old Taylor Whlssey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

CROCKETT

MEASURE

IMPROVED

It was announced today that the
avenue,
Crockett building,
at present occupied by the Singer
Sewing Machine company and Peter
J Emenalser, the Jeweler, la to be remodelled and Improved. Steel ceilings will be put In, the partition dividing the building into two rooms will
be removed and a new front will be
Installed. When the improvements
tire completed, the building will be occupied by Fred Nolette's barber shop.
The Singer Sewing Machine company
today began moving to Its new location, on Sixth street near the San Miguel bank.
60S Douglas

of
Washington, Oct. 2 Elimination
oa
thousand
?2
a
the proposed tax of
bank capital and surplus in tho war
revenue bill, as it passed the house,
and substituting a Btamp tax of 2
cents each on checks, drafts and other
commercial paper not included In the
original bill, was recommended today
senators' working
by the democratic
cn that section.
All democrats of the senate finance
committee met today to consider reports from subcommittees. Chairman
dimmona said an effort would be
made to agree on all changes by tonight.

DO IT NOW.
PEARS,
PLUMS.

Don't Wa.it.
SUPPLY WONT LAST LONG.

STORE

STEARNS

In Fruits We Have
Jumbo Bananas

Fancy German. Prunes
Large Freestone Peaches

Pears

Concord Grapes
Mission Grapes
Extra Fancy Apples

Quinces
Oranges
Grapefruit

IKE OA VIS
THE CASH GROCER
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Do you

need a
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heater
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Be sure and see our

line and get our
before
buying

prices

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

t

VEGAS

only "Our Mutual Girl,"
Adv.
35. Mutual Theater.

Cutler Brothers' Insurance and real
removed to northwest
corner of the Plaza in Hotel
Phone Vegas 388. Adv.

estate agency

e.

and

Saturday

at

Monday

114,

Fruit and
Vegetables
of all kinds

$9.95

There will be a meeting of tbe
board of regents of the New Mexico
Normal University tomorrow evening
at the school.

607 SIXTH STREET.

"The Store With a Conscience."

,

Drug Co.

Adv.

j

Concord drapes
Mission Grapes

specials,

suits for

to

$15 new fall
Taichert's. Adv.

$12.50

Tuesday will be stock day at the
county fair. The stalls and corrals
are in place on the vacant lot west
of the armory and a fine exhibit Isj
assured. On Wednesday afternoon
the sports will take place at Amusement park. There will be broncho
busting, riding, racing and many ath- Ietio sports. The armory will be
closed during the afternoon to allow
everyone to attend the sports.
Also, during the afternoon, while
the aporU are in progress, there will
be a corps of men engaged at the
armory clearing away the stalls and
other contraptions of the exhibit, and
cleaning' up for the dance in the event
Ing. It Ts quite possible that the af
fair in the evening may take the form
of a hard times dance, as previously
suggested in The Optic. Whatever
form the dance assumes, however. It
is assured by those who have the afB
fair in charge that It will prove one
of the most enjoyable features of the

JOHN II. YORK
Grocer and Baker

Adv.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invit-e- d
by this old, strong and
Bank.

conser-vativ- e

ESTABLISHED 1876
'TV

! Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

The president's call to prayer will MIDWAY GARAGE IS
weeki,
be observed in an appropriate manSERVIANS POOR SHOTS
ner at the First Methodist Episcopal
church on next Sunday evening. SpecOPEN TO PUBLIC Rotterdam, Oct. 2. An Austrian
ial music has been .prepared and an
captain, wounded in the battle of r
order of worship suitable for the ocSjabats, is quoted in The Bohemia,' a
casion has been arranged, A cordial
newspaper published at Prague, in
IS EQUIPPED
NEW INSTITUTION
as fojlows:
invitation is extended to the general
part
TO DO ALL KINDS OF
Servian infantry is very brave
ii".Tn
piubllc to join in this service. The
WORK
but does not shoot as well as it might.
order of worship will appear in' the
The only good shots the Servians
Optic tomorrow.
The Midway garage, near the cor
have are the Komitadje irregulars,
National
and
street
ner of Twelfth,
Miss Madeline Kelly, formerly chief
who, concealed in the foliage of
avenue, which Is Just opening for busi bushes and trees make a
specialty
deputy in the county treasurer's office,
is an achievement ln modern of
and Ernest A. Mossman of Albuquer- ness,
shooting down the Austrian offibuild-in- s
The
and
appliances.
equipment
cers.
que, were married In fianta Fe on WedItself is. admirably adapted to
"The" Servian artillery Is excellent,
that
been
had
It
expected
nesday.
the needs of the business, and no ex accounted for in
the ceremony would take place here,
part by the circumpense has been spared by the owners stance that fighting in its own counmother
and
her
Mossman
Mrs.
lilt
to put the plant on the best possible
try it is fully familiar with the terleft Las Vegas on train No. 3 Wednesbasis.
Mossrain. As a result their range ia good,
day for Santa Fe, where Mr;
An expert In all troubles relating to all the more so since they are
man Joined them. The wedding ocgiven
carburetors and 'ignition has been by the natives information which we
curred at the cathedral, the knot bebrought from the east, and the most cannot gt, of course. Generally the
ing tied by Vicar General Fourchegu.
complete outfit for vulcanizing has direction of advance of our army is
been
installed. The garage will use given by the Servian, peasants to their
be
will
Civil service examination
Twentieth
Century steam curing bags army by the lighting of great ctraw
held in Las Vegas on October 27 and
It is the purpose of the fires. In the sepulchre under the
exclusively.
November 3 for the following posiinstall a brazing outfit, church in Sjabats we found a teleto
proprietors
ornamental
date
tions: On the first
time they will be phone station with wires running to
within
a
short
ard
Iron worker (male) salary $4 per diem.
do all kinds of automo- the various Servian headquarters,
to
in
a
position
On the latter date. Junior physical
bile repairing, frpm the most Tfflnor
"But the Servian soldiers are brave.
chemlBt, (male) salary $1,800. There
axles.
Some of our tactics are peculiar. Now
will also be examinations of females engine trouble to welding
and then numbers of them permit
for the following positions: Teacher
themselves to be made prisoners of
FRANCE NEEDS MOTORS
in vocal music for Indian service, salwar
for the mere purpose of support2.
Not
Oct.
South Bethelehem, Pa.,
ary $720; assistant in rural education,
a
ing
plan of ambush. Cases, too,
motor
included
the
trucks
are
in
econ
home
in
only
ssinry, $1,800; specialist
have
been
known in which prisoners
omics, salary $3,500. The date of the large order of motor vehicles the govwar
made attacks on our men with
of
has
the
ernment
of
France
women
is
requested
group of examinations for
concealed by them;
not announced. For further Informa- Bethlehem Steel company to procure hand grenades
The
confusion
from this has
resulted
tour
tion see Oscar Linberg at the East Las for use in the European war, but
in many instances resulted in the esas
has
The
cars
well.
company
ing
Vegas postofflce.
invited manufacturing concerns to cape of the prisoners.
"We have found that women fight
to South Bethele
Walter Randolph, a carrier on the send touring cars
us
with rifles, while even children are
tests. The number of such
staff of the East Las Vegas postofflce, hem for
to throw bombs. A
employed
not deslgnted.
th'.a morning passed the civil service cars is
girl, who was shot through the
examination for proficiency as a poslegs and was taken Into the hospital
PUBLIC SPEAKING
tal clerk. Mr. Randolph made a grade
at Neusatz, boasted of having thrown
o? 99.32 which is almost perfect His
Hon. A. A. Jones and Hon. Adolph 16 bombs among
many friends will be glad to hear of Hill will address the people on poli- troops."
his success. The examination was tical issues Monday night, October 5,
given by J. W. Naylor, an examiner at the court house. West side. EveryWOUNDS HEAL FAST
in the railway mail service, who came body Is invited, the ladies especially.
London, Oct. 2. The rapidity with
here for that purpose. Mr. Naylor is a
Adv.
COMMITTEE.
which the wounds of soldiers are healveteran in postofflce work, having
ed, and the practical' absence of blood
ccmmenced in St. Louis in 1881. He
NOTICE
poisoning cases, has been a surprise
has been iu continuous service ever
No shooting, hunting or fishing al in view of the "deadly effectiveness"
'
since.
lowed on what is known as the A. cL of ithe modern army weapons.
The board of county commissioners Green lake
of
"The
and ranch, north of the
antiseptic treatment
of Guadalupe county neld a meeting city.
Trespassers will be prosecuted wounds almost immediately after
on Monday and awarded the contracts to extent of law.
their inflictions has a great deal to
for the construction
o.f two new
do with the fact that cures are effect
A. G. GREEN,
bridges at a cost of about $12,000 each.
ed in such a short time as has been
Mrs. P. O. NISSON,
The bridges are at Fort Sumner and
demonstrated in the London hospit
at Puerta d.e Luna. The proposed
als," said one of the physicians in
OPEN
HARVEY'S IS
bridge at Antonchico was not authorattendance upon the wounded British
Carriage out Saturday morning.
ized at this meeting, as the board is
soldiers.
Adv.
restricted in the amount of money it Leave orders at Murphey's.
"While surgery has made wonderful
may spend in a year for this kind of
strides in the last decade, the results
improvement.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
might have been different were it not
that the antiseptic preventive . meas-f- l
LOST A gold arrow pin. Return to ures have been applied wl'th the ut
THREE JUDGES KILLED
most efficiency.
:;,
21
Oct.
bar
has
The French
Optic
Paris,
"Another very important reason lies
suffered the fortunes of war. In opening the sessions of the courts today WANTED Competent help on tax in the fact that the bullet fired from
roll work, handy on adding machine a modern rifle travels with such ve
the public prosecutor, Jules Herbaur,
announced that three judges of the .cr tax. calculator. State experience locity as to obviate the danger of a
Paris bench had been killed, while a
also wages desired. Phone assessor ragged wound, and unless a vital organ lies in the path of it the recovery
or address Box 3, Mora, New
list of dead issued by the war office
presents no
problem."
names
contained the
of many lawyers.
Austro-Hungarla-

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
PHONE

Tonight
series No.

day only at Taichert's.

QUINCE,

u.. yum.gj.sr,.

Spring Chickens
Jersey Sweet
Potatoes

Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Ad.

$18, $20 $22.50 all wool hand tailor
ed suits for $14.95, Saturday and Mon

Preserve

-.-

"Mutual Girl." series No. 33 at the
Mutual Theater tonight, Adv.

Neuralgia of the .face, shoulder,
'
hauds, or feet requires a powerful
remedy that will penetrate the flesh.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT possesses that power. Rubbed la where,
ti e pain Is felt is all that Is necessary
to relieve suffering and restore norPrice 25c,' 50c and
mal conditions.
Sold by Central
$1.00 per bottle.
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SEE

US-

We have a

-

large

Slock of Second
Hand

Heaters

As Well as New.

J.

C.

Johnsen

& Son

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller Non-Skin

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

;

Tho Modem Woman
iX1- -

j

knows there is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest. That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will 'tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.
.

Ask "your grocer

Pure

for

Quill Flour.

J5he Las Vegas

Roller Mills

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
j

TOO RAD'

over-difficu- lt

At

tbe Heme of tbe Best of Everything Eatable
O
O

FOIL A FEW DAYS
ONLY WE WILL SELL
Ul.1
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Will soon be here so
get ready for him.

are the most liberal ever offered.

O

tl
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Our service Is prompt

LUBW3G tVf.7. ILFELD

Everything in Hardware and Furniture

t get

your FORD out

last shipment.

We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
shipped immediately.

Plan on getting your machine
EARLY this time.

or Dye

your old
Garments.

and

Next to Bridge

LET US
Clean

We are the only car load buyers of Heaters and Ranges
In Las Vegas, selling direct to the retailer. We have every
well known style, so you'll not find It hard to be pleased.
OUR EASY TERMS

This wil lbe the la.st opportunity of
getting them for preserving this year

THE GRAAF ft UAYIYARD CO. STORE

JACK FROST

01

You didn

O

.WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for The Ford
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